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introduction

To combat ignorance, to provide reliable ,knowledge, most

university administrators and facult67,v;oUld agree that this is,

or should be, the primary objective Of the university. And

'vistas of ignoranpe abound not only in humanities and soft'

sciences but in the hard and,applied sciences as well.

In few of societal concerns with reliable- knowledge have

the deficiencies been pore Wrtful to thir well-being of the

nation, perhaps even to its chances of ultimate survival, than

inlitegard to geographic realities.

For well over a century--since the days of rapid steam i

transport and telecommunicationsmany individuals have recog-

nize the growing interdependence of the countries of this

\tio
small lanet. The "one world" of Wendell Willkie grew into the

global strategies and operations of World War II and this,

followed by a proliferation of massive global programsprivate

(as with the multi - national. corporations) and government, both
Y.

national and international. Unfortunately, the idealism of the

early days of the Marshal Plan and Point Four dwindled to bloc

psychology and cold war,,perhaps inevitable in a world for the

most part overwhelmed by illiteracy, myths, and poverty'. In

more recent years, we have seen a great nation, at greatim-

mediate and continuing material and human cost, pivot its entire

foreign policy on a simplistic physical Model of falling dom-

% inoes. Too often have national policies functioned as if the

distance factor- -time and'costwere of no account; too often .

have national policies functioned as if .the natural-resource

1
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base and even tlie cultural base of other countries differOd

only Slightly from that of the Ur4ted States.

Reliable knowledv,e brought to bek_gn-International prob-

.

leMs has been matnly through the individual academic discip-

lines. But this has been an approach of,bit6 and pieces with

the highest policy decisions inade chiefly by individuals train-
,

ed in the law and finance. "Other things being equal," the

universals of the systeliaic scienc a hold, but factors im-

pinging on universals;var4y greatly nom country- to ountry;

rarely have specialists been willing or able to ste back in

an effort to grasp the tota anorama.

It is precisely th s effor --to grasp Earth whole- hat

geographers have been tternptin for more than 2000 yearsi
/

pveseuLly uneasy task in a society dominated by spec,lalistz.

A well-trained professional geographer has had to gain a work-

ing, if elementary, knowledge of numerous systematXc discip-

lines, this in order to uriderstarid the coneiguraytions and inter-
-,

connections. of natural and cultural phenomena,; /material and

non-material, varying from' place to placegeOgraphic reality.

In his studies Of historical geography he has attempted to give

a temporal perspective to his wqrk. 'His most essential tool

has been the map -- realistic at large scale, abstract at small

scale, scanty, hard-to-come-by field daia in the early days to

anavalanche from aerial photography and other types of remote,

sensing today.

A reasonableirebt-lion frequentlyalsed'is thIsl geography

appears to dib said dab in nearly all the disciplines, a kind

of intellectual robbing- -why not shut down_the4enterprise and

"'\ 6
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turn its responsibilities over to the numerous separate dis-

ciplines? The moat persuasiVe answer was given some half- can-

tury ago by Nevin Fenneman in his presidential address to the

Association of American Geographers (1):

Thus it seems that, with geography dead, all its tangible
effects would be claimed by relatives and the estate would
be settled up. To say the least,, this is disconcerting.
The case is not made better by the reflectiop that a large
number of educated persons would see no reas6h,-for object- /

ipg to such a solutiOn, provided only that geography were
preserved for children up to the age when serious study

should begin. . . . The obvious question rises: Would the

decedent stay dead? . . . Assuming that fter his decease
each of [disciplines] contributing o geography does
its task well with respect to Russia, f instance, is
there, any likelihood that a,craving wo ld arise for a syn-
thetl!c picture of the whole or a crit cal study of inter-
relations? If so, who would satisfy his craving, and_who
would paint the picture, and what wo ld be its value or
standing among scholars? . . Ther is not one chance in
a hundred that ten years would go y without a conscious
craving, and an attempt to meet the craving, for a compre-
hensive view of the areal unit; aria not one chance(4in a

million that a century*ould,elapse before such an interest
would be the center of a new science. It matters no whit
that all concrete data are-already organized into the, other

sciences', each more exhaustive and more critical with re-
spect to its.own data than the new science;'it is absolute- .
ly certain that interest in the areal unit as such would
clothe itself in appropriate form.

Within the geographer's byioad professional interest in

territoriality many distinctie emphases ';(schools of thought,

paradigms) have waxed and waned.- Among cohers, these have in-

eluded teleology, environmental determinis (a modified form

of social Darwinism), morphology, and area.1ifferentiation;

at present the dominant theme is locatiohal analysis and spatial
. .

interaction to which physical analogs, mathematics, theory,

and the computer-can all be readily applied. Contemporary in-

\

terest in ecology and raw-material shortages will undoubtedly

revive the earrIir interest in forms of eniiiii4ohmental determinism.

0 7



Administrative support, a Function of Enrollments

I)

The decades of plump budgets post-World War II appear to

have come to an end. With money coming in from all directions,

private and public -- generous hropic donors, open-handed

state legislatures, a liberal congress, even programs at th0

thinnest margin could be given support. Now and for a long in-

definite time, accountability, cost effectiveness, cost - benefit

will become the touchstones of academic policy. ademic huck-

stering will continue but become more difficult to pass muster.

It is certain that administrator

and financially support programs base

will continue to defend

on philosophic rationale

but it is equally certain that they will welcome something strong-

er, stronger in the sense of Stalin's question, "How many troops

does the Pope have?" Enrollments--majors, minors, electives- -

give the admlnistrator something .of substance, demonstrated de-
r

mand, to support the philosophic rationale of a discipline's con-

tribution to reliable knowledge.,

Enrollments, a Function of Jobs

This obviously is not completely accurate. Many enrollees

are motivated by a genuine desire to learn for 'earnings sake;

many are motivated chiefly to stay out of the cold and pick up

a few easy credits. Yet for the great majority of students,

the bight and the less bright, a continuing worry is what to

do after college. However inadequately--not knowing themselves,

poor advising, the dynamism of the job market--they will struc-

ture a course of studies aimed at ftlture employment.

8
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Jobsta Function in Large Part of the Graduate's

Character andDisciplinary Training

It is this argument that represents the basis of success-

ful inquiry made of some seventy professional geographers

associated with academic institutions, business, and govern-

ment. The question briefly put was, how best to enhance the

employment opportunities of those trained as prOfessional

geographers'(undergraduate majors and holders of'advanced de-

grees)? Response came in nearly even numbers from senior mem-

bers of.the profession (those in retirement and near retire-

ment) and from younger members (graduates from the department

in Michigan 'State University). Although senior Members in-

cluded many top scholars of the profession (five former pres-

lc:lents of tne Association of American ueographers were kind

enough to respond), the desire was not so much for adviCe per-

suasive because of auth rity as because of reason and logic.

Copies of the letters ot inquiry/And list of names Of respond-

ents are contained in the appendix.

Although implicit permission was receiVpdto ascribe quot-

ed opinions to specific, individuals, it was thought for a var-

iety of reasons that tthis might be unwise. And, again, the

desire was to keep the focus on the advice rather than the'ad-
/

viser.

9
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Principal Focus of Report, the Thinking of Profession
Regarding Job Promotion

In the language of the market place, the profession has

oncentrated its attention and properly so, mainly on the

product, scholarship through the medium of a'well-educatedlstu-

dent, rather than product promotion. Of the "national U.S.pro-

fessioryal. societies, the Association of American Geographers

(AAG) and the Natiohal Council for Geographic Education (NCdE)

have taken the greatest interest in Job promotion. The AAG

has been active especially in publicizing factual material,

forecasting employment, and in trying to open more positions

not only in higher education but also in business and govern-
,

ment (2). Scan of the serial literature reveals relatively

few articles directly concernea with joopromotioh (3).

Points of View

The History Analog

Few disciplines are so closely akin as geography and his-

tory. Both re interested in the total spectrum of reality

but eac uses a different prism --geography the spatial dimen-

sion, history the temporal dimension. History has established

itself as perhaps the principal component of a liberal, humane
0-

education; its scholars command a very 'large audience of lay

public and most powerful of decision makers. Despite the like-

ness of problems --loth disciplines grappling with vast quanti-

ties of heterogeneous data--history, at least as judged by its

demand in the form of degrees conferred, has vastly outpaced

I0
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geography as well as many other disciplines, including econ-

omics and geology (Figs. 1, 2, 3). During the 1 st quarter

century, more precisely 1947-48 through 1971-72 in U.S bach-

elor's degrees conferred in history exceeded 0,000 compared

to less than 40,000 in geography; master's degrees 66,000,

about 8,000; doctor's 12,000; less than 0.
L'

Why the lopsided vote? Granted t icarious experience

is one of high priority t ac fence presuppose

ur imen f reality? Per-not just the'temporal gut

haps the voice of authority isdom ore readily accept-

ed when listener finds no ect way of ransport back to scene

of action. More import the histo an has been able to in-

vest his studies with ost universally interesting of all

objerts--srPolflo fnilible, hopeful, despairing in-

divtduals; in contras geography has taken the sociological

route--man in mass, aCeless, to be divided into sets anclsub-

sets and a sure for /la of draining away most human qualities.

The similariti s of history and geography' bespeak of geo-

raphy's role in a liberal education and'several-reApendents

took strong positions on this issue.

Certainly history is 'a flourishing academic discipline, meas-
ured either in the sire of its university faculties or the
numbers.of students taught.' History iS aca4emically popular.
even though'employmeht opportunities, outside of schools and
colleges, are relatively small. Yet,'while geography and his-

, tory are similar in that both lack a readily re'ognizable'cor-
pus of knowledge, , /of the two history hat a fargreater-appeal
to the general-readin3 public. How an individual, a community,
a nation, or eve the world, has. evolved throuih tithe has great

attraction, in art no dodbt because histbry deals With people,

their thoughts and their accomplishments and failures. Bio-

graphic histo 9 is one of itsimost popular subdivisions. In

11 .
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Fig. 1 Earned Bachelor's Degrees Conferred by InstitutiOns of

Higher . Education, U.S., 1947-48 through 1971-72 (50
States and D.C.). U.S. Office of Education data.
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(50 States and D.C.). U.S. Office of EducatiOn data.
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contrast, geography, which emphasizes location, distri6uti.on
and character'of places, usually by means of statistical:ab,
straction, does not have the same universal appeal.' Napple0
Bonaparte and Thomas Jefferson have each been the !subject of
scores of histories, but one, or at most a few, geographies
of France or of Virginia will suffice. As a geographer, I
find that I read a.-great deal of history, and just tor. pleasure
I confess to reading little`geography for the same reason.

*

Geography has a place in a university curriculum alorig:wit
Cory, political science, and other social sciences as a sub4/
which adds to the student's understanding of the world ar01.ind'
him. Why should)geography be rejected simply because, a grad4,
uate who is a major in the subject cannot immediately, Step oa,
into society,and line up a good job. He all the better appre0-.
iates an.elevated position in life just as a major in 'history
or another social science subject. Geography makes a marvelous
background for an innumerable number of,avenues in a young per- .

son's potential to enter a profession. The subject infiltrates:
a wide variety of professions*as background and the alert: st4-
dent can put it to use. Yet I've not known manylprofessors who
stress this aspect. What better background than to! knoW some-
thing about the worl ?

,
There is widespread confusion,in America between the two pur-
poses of eduCation, education forpersonal living, and edu0a7
tion for a vocation. . . The shift of emphaSis 1n this 0,141..
try., from the fi st, its basic standpoint, is deplorable, and

T
i

arises rom the ack of ins' ience on the oore--of training in
eography as' a d stinct regional discipline. The shift to reg
onal science, qlntitative analysis, etc., is far:reMoVed

.from the longtra ition of geography, I have met, more graduate:
students (let alone undergraduateS) who have. -riot the'fal,ntest
idea how to handle and interpre't a :tbpographic map, or. depict,
in the field the countryside (or townscape),aroundthem,.thOl'
the chances are they could babble about regression curves and
the like. What is eeded at both undergraduate and.traduate
levels is strict and regular.disciplinary trainingAn the dis-
tinctive expertise 9.1 geography, which is f1ar removed in the
spectrum from region 1 science.

I am convinced that we should not be -in ,th AisineS'sottra n.,
ing students for jobs. We

in prof
training goOd;geographers.. (7

Vocational programs belong n pro isional sthools;or technical
training centers. The most undest le route Is to till anj1.4
program with technique, or how to do courses.' TWbeen my ex-
perience that these pi,ograms do/produce students who know "%OW/
to do," but they don't know "what to do." Techniques goMe and

6,t,.!-
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go, employer demands come"nd go, and that means an overall
departmental emphasis will also come and go. . It seems
,extremely short-sighted to respond to job markets with assort
of band wagon approach. I don't think a department, even a
large one, should create too many new specialized.-areas of in-
terest. Producing good geographers is the main goal.

Career and circumstances have taken me rather faraway from ac-
tive study of geography in a professional se6e. Nonetheless
I am still very much influenced in the way I look at the prob-
lems of life and my work by the rather unique perspectives one .

gains from studying and loving those, things one can learntabout
in.geography. The great' strength of geography as a field of
st is its tendency to fulfill many if not all of the goals
one 44ght list for liberal arta education [but] I am afraid.
though that the lack on specialization that goes with this
virtue is a major obstacle to getting jobs other' than'those few
that require a geographer,. Geography is a'thing offthe heart,.
I think, for most ;f us, but we can't all/earn our4iVing from
our true love. Cl se then ts better than far away.'

Strangely enough the enrollment contrasts between geography .

and history evoked little sense of concern/
1

May I. recommend achangt of actitude whieh exp essed feeling
of inferiority in numbers of graduates eo d with history
or any other subject for that matter. H'isorj occup es.an en-
trenched position in the curriculum, and ge raphy despite its
position in antiquity) is a newcomer to the merican curriculum
at the higher .educational levels--less-than a century in fact,
and during the first half of that century geo aphy was inter-,
pretedmai ly as physiography, right down fo mown time under.
William M rris D

-

,

There to g have been, and still .are, far more history depart-
ments t an geography departments. Often they are bigger than.
ours. of.qourbe they turn out more people. What do. historians
do? A few teach history; most history students,are merely gO-
ting a liberal education. So t) some geographers 'just get/a
libera education, doing all kinds of things thereafter.:, Just
as li erally,,educated historians do all kinds of things 'after-
ward s6 do-some geogra hers. All to the good. Why worry whet
er w are.as7numerous a historians?

.45

People Tre not goingto take.courses unless they can lead 'them'



to a good living when they graduate. ,If a survey were made of
those who major in history, the survey would/ probably show that
many undergraduates went into law., In fact, at Georgetown it
is suggested that anyone going on to law shoud major in!his-
tory. By doihg this type of advertisIng histbry,is surviving.
However, when you.say to someone you are majoring in geography
they more than likely will-e4 you why. Unless §tudentS are
informed that they can makgk4ving and a goad liVing at that,
they are not going to take-geogFaphy.

We should remember that thete is a certain comfort'right now in
being outrun by history; as a aonsequence history has a more
difficult job pAcing.graduate/S.

*
O

The'major dirference between the number of majors in'history
and in geography because of the generallipoor teaching of
geography in the primary and secondary schools. In the extreme
case, people are teaching geography who:have never had a course
at the uriwersity level' in the field.

I don't understand your statement that we eumpdre badly with
d,story. History a-disastee area for' employment. You,in-
icate that ptaylment in history in A.B., M.A. and.Ph.Ce. levels
is far great h62h_in geography. This bf course is absolutely
correct. However the problem in history is that they have vast-

. ly overproduced which is not the case for geography. Over-prod
uction has been a perennial problem for history'and recently
the problem has become much worse as the job market for teachers
at all levels has decrsued shaiTly. Currently enrollments in
history classes are dropping sharply across the country and the
American Historical Association has been suffering from declin,-
ing membership, declining attendance at their annual meeting,
etc. On the other hand geOgraphy has not been experiencing place-
ment difficulties in a severe degree partly hecaute we were not
overproducing for a long period of time but also'because geogra.
phers can find employment more easily than "historians in business,
government, and planning.

,

Good Instructors, Good Students

Of.all'the factors related to the success of geography none

a is more important than the qualiey of tOe teachers and the students.
0

The quality of instructors wig affect all'other factors.

17



The "mediocrity breeds mediocrity" syndnome has been a major
stumbling block for geographers and geography. The question

then becomes what makes,a quAlity\educator. ObViously the
,iianswer to such a question could b of dissertation length, but

I would think that such an individ al could ultimately be eval

uated on his ability to inspire hi students to do great. things.

It would seem relatively,simple to sk, "What have the students
(

-.---\ of X professor. done to enhance the mage of geography and geog-

rapher?" The more-difficult question is then, "What qualities.,

of"professorship' made Y professor's students so successful?"

. 4 .',High- quality geographers will, seek ways to.make geography

practical for their students. Each course should have a def-
inite educational goal in mind. Each course should have 'appli-

cabi ity to a specific activity. Without this practicality,
the tqdent not only will have trouble relating the course ma-

te al to himself, but he will also have difficulty in marketing

a useless skill. The good instructor will show his students .

the utility of the education they are receiving. The poor in-
structorls courses tend to 'be labeled as'so much "Esoteric B.S."

pr full of "nice-to-know, but useless information." Each les-

son in each course should build to the ultimate utility of the -

course material. With a ,clear goal in mind, the student can
build htt geographic education to fit ,his career goal . .

Only by becoming known as a "group" of highly skilled profess-,
ionals can geographers overcome the stigma of having rank ama-

teurs in our clan. 'The more geographers can do and the better
they can do it will "sell" geographers li)e66ei. ',hem tiny posi,er

campaign that could be-initiated.

The best teachers should be used in beginning courses.

4
I think many of our university geographers have been intellec-
tual snobs, caring little about what happened to their graduate .

students', 'other than those following in their footsteps at the

college and university level.

Looking for thebest geographic educators is just the first step

in quality-raising process. You must also seek highly skilled

students. This shoula%be done on a highly competitive basis
not only at the graduat e level, but also,in undergraduate edu-
cation. %wind]. performers should be discouraged from taking

a program Mich will demand more of them than they can give.

The obvious corollary is you may now demand more of those left

in your program. An active recruiting (or whatever name you

give it) and selection program is mandatory at all levels if
the quality of geographers and geographic education is to -MA!.

If a student has no idea of what he wants to do with his

18
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geographic education, he should ro be in the field.

Fortunately, our people are a distinct cut above the university

norm at both levels (B.A., M.A.). Phi Beta Kappa has initiated

three of our undergraduates in the past two years, we have the

only student NSF Fellow at the university, and Gamma Theta Up-

silon haS awarded their annual scholarship to one of our stu-

dents two of the past three years.

Student Initiative in Job Hunting and Holding

Even' the brightest students are handidappedoif they 'refuge

to be presentable, personable (humane), and willing to take ser-

iously the notion that the world has not been awaiting their
IS

arrival. Formal credentials help, individual drive turns the

corner.

I wish to come at your questions solely from the point of view

of student preparation, believing asj do that in the main the

entrance to a particular firm depends on the man available rath-

er than on a sales talk from the university.

The trouble' with geographers is, that they want to sell them-

selves on the basis of being geographers not on the basis of

ideas; I say--forget about identification with a discipline.

TEWFeneral approach should always be what I can do for the po-

tential employer. What is the job all about? TheW, with such

information, the problem is: What ideas might I(have regarding

my ability to contribute to their objectives? Forget labels,

come up with ideas. To do that, one needs to know what ideas

are pertinent. This takes study, imagination, professional.cft-

petence. People do not hire people. -They hire ideas. 'It is

useless to try to sell geographers to people who are unfamiiar

or do not have,an understanding of what, the discipline has to

offer.

NowsI tell finishing graduates: pick a big company. -Find-out

what it does--particularly what 1.t does that you can do. Then,

19
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do not go and simply ask for a job as a geographer--the person-
nel manager' (or administrator) will not know what you, do by the

word geography since, to him Mt. Everest is so/high and his 'com-

pany already knows that. Go talk to the personnel manager about

things the company does that you can do and then apply for a

job. In a big outfit, if you dO well, you will create places

for others.

We should send out graduates to state agencie-1, planning com,'.-

missions, or wherever and let them knock on doors. Most impor-
tantly, these people should have a piece of their work tucked
under their arm to show the prospective employer. This proce-

dure has worked for us.

My actual search, however, began Wore graduation. I visited

the Placement Center and became fathiliar with the large amount

of material they had available regarding government and private

sector jobs. One should alway's keep alert for potential employ-

ers who advertise in unexpected places. Since my specialty was
mapping and remote, sensing, I found some who advertised in Pho-
togrammet'ric Engineering; also in the Michigan Township Newr-7
(a publication received by towship k-va'oultea

departmental bulletin boards--perhaps tde ultimate in sere=
pity was the discovery I made on one of the bulletin boards n.

the Natural Science Building--a postcard asking for information

by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in R ck-

ville, Md. The spin-off from-this discovery is that I am c r-

rently employed by NOAA as a cartographer.

In January 1974 I began sending out resumes and letters of

quiry to prospective employers. I concentrated primarily on
private firms and government agencies which were engaged in re-
mote sensing or resource analysis activities. I also advertised

in JIG and in Photogrammetric Engineering. The response was
not very encouraging, but a few letters of interest did come
baCk, including a promising one from the Engpeer Agency for
Resources Inventories of the U.S. ArtYr. -I followed through on
this lead and was encouraged enough by it that upon completion
of my degree in June (M.A. with emphasis in geomorphology and
remote sensing) We Moved to the,Washington, D.C. area. While

I waited for the wheels to turn in the Civil Service Commission
I worked as a salesman in my father's retail store and half
heartedly looked for other employment opportunities in the area.

Finally, in early' October 1974, I was told that there was an
indefinite freeze on hiring in the Department due to cutbacks

in Federal spending. At that time I resumed job hunting, par-

ticularly in the remaining applicable government agencies and

in the local aerial photography and,cartogra hy firms. Nothing /

20
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positive came of these inquires. Then, in Dec mber, I re-
ceived a call (unsolicited) from a friend who rks with the
Department of.Natural Resources of the State of'Maryland. He

knew of some possible openings in the Coastal Zones Management
Program, which is a Federally funded agency born out of the
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972. Again I applied, was
interviewed, and waited. Fortunately I. had someone inside
working for me, and the processing was pushed through quickly
to avoid losing the position to budget cuts. However, the Spec-
ifications for the position, Natural Resources Planner II, clo
not recognize geography as a qualifying degree. I was even-
tually hired in the temporary classification of Skilled Lab-
orer, with the pay and benefits of a Natu'ral.Resources Plan-
ner I. The specifications for NRP's are now being rewritten
to include geography degrees with appropriate course worki and
when that is done I should be given a permanent position. In

the meantime I have the duties and responsibilities of a NRP II,
and am gaining valuable experience.

The.Graduate Experience--One_of Intellectual Enhancement and
Enthusiasm or Pedantic, Numbing Immobilization?

The arivr.ntur,P of 1.1 always so? The depress-

ing stai'les told by Studs Terkel in Working may find more coun-

terparts in the academic community than we are willing to admit.

4Fertainly it is true that there are many instances of bright,

curious young people whose intellectual progress and potential'

contributions in later years have been aborted, sterilized, by

five or six or ten years post-oachelor'soon their way to the

doctorate. Delaying economic adulthood until the age of thirty,

seems a tragic waste of talent.

ft

. . . . the process-of training graduate students: as profes-
sors we have a great influence pn the kind of people who leave'
us. Unfortunately, in my opinion, too frequently we are only
concerned with what they know in geographyi but later success
or failure of these people usually is not simply a function of
what they know, in geography but rather what kind of people they
are, hoW:mell they understand and apply a process of learning,
how they in eract with other people, etc. All too frequently

2.1
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the graduate program is a dehumanizing experience and a person
leaves with a feeling of bitterness, a shaken confidence in
self, and exhausted,, rather than a new enthusiasm for learning,
a new confidence in self, and feeling good about that which has
been accomplished. This sort of thing, in my opinion, makes
a difference in the kind of job opportunities one perceives and
how they do on the job. So, it is this sort of thing which
think to be awfully important in a graduate program.

The Reluctance to Say "No" and the Yo-Yo Character of Standards
in Relation to Vagaries of the Job Market

During the flush years of employment opportunity (virtu-

ally the entire span 1945-70), graduate standards were lowered

to increase the flow of graduates--terminal tracks at the mas-

ter's level, dropping of language requirements; weakening of

oral And written examinations. These facts are recited not

in criticism of thAe who received degrees during this period

but rather as ciitiq,ipm of the professors and administrators

who perceived this course as the proper one to meet the market

needs. Now, apparently, the reverse is to take place--tighten

the standards, stretch out the time, delay movement into job

market. Should elasticity be the principal charactetistic of

standards? Might not it be better to establish high, standards,

Mick to them; and allow the students, proffered advice, to

make their own appraisal of the job market?

ft

. . . best hope may be drastically reduNcing output. But for
those already committed, developing and demonstrating profess-
ional competence in non-academic pursuits looms as a viable
solution. Their models must be both geographers in business
and govern ent and the learned and eclectic scholar.

ft

, , limit the number of degree candidates to something

22
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approaching the potential demand.

We may have trained too many geographera.

. . . department has amoral responsibility not to'encourage

more people to enter the discipline than can reasonably expect

to be employed.

I do not/Crave for geography a large=scale expansion. As of

the moment the academic market for geography appears to have
approached near satiation, and with the forecast of declining
college enrollments ahead, the future market ,for geographers

may not be too bright. Non-academic employment for geographers
has never been good, and I see no reason for expecting it to

expand sharply. If these surmisings have any validity, then

the growth in numbers of geographers should be slow.

*
1

r_'n- T.23.gection frequently made is to roduce the number of mpinrs,

alio proba'uly ,Hakes good sense at the Ph.D. level becauze Of
market conditions and historical opportunities, but I 7Ink it

can only be to our long-range detriment to impose such Neander-

thal thinking on beginning graduate and undergraduate/students.

Departmental Responsibilities to Student Beyond/Course Offerings

A stimulating scholarly atmosphere, the cflance/as an in-
/

dividual to study with gifted piofessors, conditions favorable

for students in twosomes and larger groups to work over the dis-

cipline and the'state of the world--these and many other oppor-

tunities should be provided by-the department. The judgments

and advisories that follow focus primarily on the responsibilities

of the department with respect to,jobs. Intern programs are dis-

cussed in the section on applied geography.
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A significant contribution toward enhancing the average under-
graduate's employment opportunities would be to make the student.
more aware of the variety of professional options within busi-
ness and government.

/

Perhaps the 'first' thing the department could do with incoming
graduate students would be a conference which would 'level'
with the stu ent about job opportunities, where they are, types,
salary to be expected, training required. . . I believe I
could have en better advised when I accepted my first position.
. I I of accept the notion we can blame,the 'views of geog-
raphy eld by those who do the hiring. . . .' With a little
broad 'r view of education on the part of those doing the advis-
ing (.n responsible for a person getting his or her degree)
the employment problem would be greatly reduced and the'range
of jobs greatly expanded.

*

I seriously doubt with the exception of the teaching profession
and planning that the departments of geography have tried to
place people. Traditionally we have assumed that people find
their own employment.

Personal counseling by professors is often last of the list of
duties. I would maintain that career management is a prerequi-
site for producing geographers with marketable skills. Without
the proper counseling, this is often a bit or miss proposition.

*

Over the past several years, this department has employed a re-
tired geography teacher on a half-time basis. His job was to
assemble ihTt-rmation op employment opportunities, te'counsel
students and to arrange intertiews with visitors on campus.
His efforts supplement those of,the university's pladement cen-
ter and students value, them very lnuch. He is particularly val-
uable in helping students get part-time summer Jobs which fre-
quently lead to permanent positions after graduation.'

*

For nearly twenty.years, I was the member who helped gradua
students find jobs. That means; in a sense, that I have be
concerned with job opportunities almost all the time since the
post-WWII Ph.D.'s became the stream of supply.

*

24
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Me.brin rospeCtive employers into the department to give lec-
tures one heir professions and we take students to prospective
eMployers'for demonstrations. We circulate curriculum informa-
tion'to the placement` service and to whatever prospective em-
ployers willing to take theNtAme to listen. We scan the want-
ads columns'in the Sunday pape)rs of Chicago and collect,those
listings for employers in fields related to our course Offer-
ings;' we inform particular students of specific openings. . .

We attempt to package departmental materials in a manner which
bwe expect to be most relevant to the anticipated reader.

. . . I am sorry to say that most of our students must find em-
ployment on their own with little or_no support from the facul-'

ty. We"as professionals should make more of an effort to con-
tact potential employers of persons 'with geography training and
'maintain such contacts from year-to-year by writing to tell
theie individuals or companies that the department has some well-
qualified graduates who are interested in the particular type

`of work in question. A colleague of mine has contacted several
planning agencies and landscape-architecture firms with an out-
line'or program of courses which couldbe taken by our students,
and has asked these firms if they would hire a person with such

a background. The overwhelming response has been, "Yes, but I did
th?t such training was offered in geography!"

From personal observations, the' maintenance of liaison
iptIOUs students has improved the employment chances of resent

tudents. Keeping these people in touch with the ac,, ivities
thin the department seems to help. '7'

re-

As Tor opportunities in private enterprise, I strongly urge the
'''\< departMent to take an activist attitude toward searching a',t

job opportunities in the area. Surely the large compan s,doing.

.
business in the area have work available that geOgraphe s,can
perform; they simply do not realize it. The student himself
will probably have a hard time selling himself to'some of these
companies due to the lack of knowledge about geography byper-
sons in hiring positions. It seems to me that faculty members
should'be establishing contacts with local industries in an (-

fort-to keep informed of job openings. S. . . It is a questio
of contacting the right people and asking them to keep depar -,
mental majors in mind when they are doing theirhiring. This, -'

is something that individual students probably cannot do effec

tively. It is, 'however, something that. the department should

be doing. I am not sure how thedepartment can go about this,
'Perhaps a conference of personnel directors of local industriet
cUld be held at which various displays could be aPranged, to .

0
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illustrate the diversity of the discipline. Perhaps a mobile
display is in order that this information can be taken to the
doorstep of the various personnel managers in the area. ,

.0ne further point. Money is available for research. . . Some-
one', be it a grad assistant or faculty member, should be assign-
ed the catty of keeping on top of research-grant opportunities
and keeping in touch with money - granting institutions. Finally,
I hope that the department will become just as interested in
placing people as it is in educating them, and placing people
means more than just writing letters of reference.

We must keep better records on our students after graduation
and keep lists of their employers.

It might be beneficial to compile a list of "friends of the de-
partment" now wonking in the state and federal governments and
seek out their ideas.

. . . faculty contact with non-academic organizations fn business
and government is useful in, thot,pla:cmcnt of graduatc:,/, To i7.cy

knowledge, ,however, academic geographerT are rarely eyaluatea
in this area When it comes to promotions or salary increases.
This is most unfortunate,. If every university geographer were
also a paid part-time employee of some external organization,
I believe that such contacts, or pathways would broaden the un-
derstandig of geography and that the world 'out there' would
come, to know us for the diverse and skillful lot which we are.
. . In sum, it 'seems important to me that the faculty be
encouraged and rewarded for developing consultantships, advis-
ory capacities, or other part-time functional relationships
with the outside world.

It is the responsibility of the geographer at the university iev ,

el to become active in the community. We tend to expect the cm:.
munity to bring problems to us and then pay us to solve them. We
should be providing this service. I suspect that if we did we
would increase our contact with those in business. and Social ser-
vices and change the image that they have of us. It is simply
the 'grass roots' approach.

'26
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The Library, Information RefrieVal,

of

nd the DisMembered Carpus

Under the Dewey Decimal and Lib ary of Congress systems*

cla nediy all scholarly books written4 by pro-

fossioral geographerS:find a resting place on the shelves and..

identity in 'card indexes not in sOatial propinquity liut scat-

tered among and .included as 'part Of the productive *output of

other diSciPlines. To tile extent that: this diminishes the

ture. f geography in th' scholarly community, to the same ex"-

ten one may ,argue ar we fiurt in the/Market place." Alfred

Me er (4) and 'oth rs ha e suggested Aaptations of, the dominant

systems to bring spati 1 COherence the' geographic literatur

but with lirtti accept nee. Even as we move toward Computer

retriev t e pr blem of classification, remains.

During WWt a geotrapher ,ma0 an appointment with the head 'class-

ifier at/ he Library of Congress ,and prasented- to' him his list

_of wets 10 mis-classifications of ,geographic works (Economic

Geographra-,s7ecopomics the Climate of Chicago as history, ate.).
The ,list was ditmissee-with-thisremark:____"If we classified books
around Geography all this Library would be G-.=fdrget it G-ists
the leftovers. and that is the way it has to be." Not a happy
tate, of affairs, but true, r am afraid

Ver some 45 years of college teaching, it has been my observa-
tion that the training of professional librarians tends.to skip

anything remoteXy related to geography. I am not referring' to

the,, special ca.se\ of- he- map libraria but to those in public
or university-libraries who are face 'with daily requestt for
infOrmation that he or she must ottai from maps, .gazetteersi
geographical journals), or atlases. Most of them are not aware
of geographical source materials, or geographic 'literature,- and

they .handle , such requests poorly.
-

,Mitigation of the problem ri d
-

in the 'second quote has

been Made'by the excellent work of Nordis Fellald Roman DraZ

'tlioWgiOr, and. Chauncy /D. !larri (5).
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Job'Promotion--Advertising,"Huckst#erism, or Legitimate
Activity?

I
1:

ry Many'geographers-treasure their professionalism and feel

2ctive promotion of their.vares.in_the market place demeaning.

AS the legal and medical professions.move toward a bore 'open

approach to their respective markets, perhaps other professio

will [be encouraged to follow thelEplead.' During the last / se

erar de des the economy has experienced a st one "technolo

(supply) push," rather than a "demand 1741". despite alloye

blessings, "supply h" seems destined t9 continue and the geo-
,

graphic )1iofession will probably ha\ ford d to Move in the same I

directio!C.

Acceptance and demand can be attained orall b:j.-Yvni,m4si^n 6
.product not.by advertisingl

*

It seeM4 essential to educate the public, particularly potghtial
employeri, to that which geography has to offer. However, to
me this part of the task appears nebulous, exceedingly difficult.
and, at best, long range. Perhaps it is too idealistic ,to an-
ticipate that well-trained geographers can succeed and that
their success is the best remedy for the profession's employ-
ment ills. Yet, to me, adequately training an'd'preparing geog-
raphers seems a more'direct and immediately rewarding role for
the department and university. \

Geogriphers themselves must provide the leadershipLt0 create.
employment; demands by demonstrating a need in society fOr7their._
skills, the discipline, :and themseIves.,, this is a vexing prob
lem made more difficult when only eight pbr cent of co.
graduates hive been exposed to one course ingeography, Thus,

a basically geographically illiterate popUration)inclUding
businessmen, Journalists, government officials and:,Other edu-

cators, geographers Must develop commaniCation,urethods td.make
target individuals and groups: more aware of the skills andcon
tributions geographers:have and can make in-iMproAngIocal, and
'world conditions.
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In general, opinion favors youribug estion that geography has
failed to sell its -to t'he' "kightf,people",'and, to the gener-
al public. ... .Y lks seemlalf to know' what geOgrapOrs can
do or what they are up osed 0 coo. I)

/
ti ,«Pow

.

Again, I think we h'ave to go,to the "consumeranddemonstrate
that we have something he dAn'upe. We spend too zu0.1 time tell..
ing one another how v4g...abiLgaogrAphy isibut everyone, `else

still thinks me. are only interested in the longgst rivers, high-
est mountains, and the fact the rice doesn't too well in deserts,
. . . We cannot sit in our department meetings and decide what
we will offer, in a buyers' market you have to find out what::
your consumer will accept.,

f9
*

elop a stronger PR pro, ram-7perhaps.involving a professor
if - -time and/or several grad students.to persbnally conbaet
nduetries, business and g Vernment officials-te e aintrainr
ing programs and the sery es/that geographers ea perllorM.

-

Further, we must be more Outgoing and aggressive in coMmunieat;...,

ing through the news media, particularly radiotelevision,
and news magazines, about;the.av,ilability of geographers in
the oi ket,i

The effort to educate potentia employers should be aimed not
at p'ers'onnel officers, since they only interpretestablishthent.
guidelines. Thetocus eedsto be on the administrators of

potential emp4.oying agencies. They can best interpret their
own needs, an they are usually the ones that.have the authOf.

ity to manipulate the position requirements,

ft

0

As far as ',have been able to disebver, was the, first geog-
raphy Ph.D. ever employed in an educationaloor any other oper-
ation in the state. When I gds here, thee-were apportuNties
to place geography in both the physicaliscience andsthe Social
science curricula of Arts and Sciences, to meet certain core-

,requirement options and we immediately took advantage of'these.

We then went to wor to "penetrate the curricula of BusinesS'-.

Administration and Education with both physical.and'socialsciN
ence.basic courses -successfully; after that, we got into the
core requirements f Forestry and-Journalism. All of this was

29
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'a salesmanshi job--it amounted to:pitting with'keT faculty.

people n e varilous schools and eXplaning to themAthsome ..

detail what was involved contentwise.in courses that have val-

ue for their itudents. It also 'meant getting to know these-

.
people well enough to be able to ;64 with them on a.friendly"(

While-I'did a great dedl,f,pis myself, oUr'syhole

staff atthat time deliberately wOrked at it; it waS''by.no _

.means a one-man effilrt.. We found .that our acceptability across

the campus rose in,accord.with (1) the quality of our teaching ,y

and out' accesspility to and concern for students as individuals;

(2) the level ofconcern we, exhibited to faculty elsewhere

bouttheir students through continuing contactssUch as noti;»

fying them of inferior and superier-performers regularly, of

students in troithle, and, particularly by doing our damnedest

'to take care of their StUdents whenever enrollment. problems °

emerged at registrati,n (Ouch as blocking off lab sections at

preferred times for Bu#A.d...and.Porestryf to insure their else

in making student schedules);, (3)iwe worIced like. craZy,atout,

on research and ,soon emerged ai-one ofNhe.more-active reSearch
depatmentsokthis campus and among geOgraph*i departments na-

This helped immeasurably .with facUlty colleagues ,

and administration for obvious prestige reasen,S,J,,« 3i think

what I've said above amounts to this:' perceive all the poSp-,

'ibilities, deVi4 the personnel and curricula to capitalize

on them, deve op and exploit personal contacts, produce the

,"good.Q of thp riaalm" Fit nn adademicallYsuperiorlevel An classm...,.

4 roqm and research, don't be complacent, expect tø work(hard-And

'don't be easily discouraged. When good students show up, theip

long-term glepwth and,longTterm_support of them can be critically

important beeausei later, the good'onesehow up in key places,

Superior, hardworking colleagues and a supportive admin14tra--

tion. ma e a lot of difference. .There are ne Pmaterials".lhat

say o do it, and no formula. '

.

,

I.

1.

44.

Paradigms, Transgressions, and Scholarship

Few would deny the historical traditie Of p 'erS'S-

ional geography AS one of almost cosm(Trap ic breadt but shat

low depth. This cosmographic effort táds in genrast to the

specialization characteristic of most other disiplines, Ex-

cept for top-level decision makes, who' of necessity must play.
4 ;

the role of generalists, the largest rewards (money, prestige

power) go the specialists, Under thpse circumsta

little wonder ill

1

the profedsion has been surfeit-
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paradigms, schools'of thought, emphases; almost every year the

'profession receives another shot id the arm prescribed to Pure,

the ills by in some way altering, usually narrowing, the focus;

unfortunately the narrpwing of focus frequently brings into view

,something no one else wants to study or somethinglaiready approp-

riated-. Shifeing paradigms, although not entirely unique to

geography, pose difficulties not only tor the profession but

also for-the geographer's potential employer.

On the whole,
and you will
titles whit
raphers"

*

ccept the mousetrap philosophy: do a good -Job
t out and imitated. I have nouse for ar-

spend mo -t of their time talking about what "geog-
done, are dqinZ4=and.2.3.peetAliy.should'be doing.

Nei er our academic,colleagueS nor the general public tr ow
h cerdqalnty what professional geography _Ls__all-about and thy,

ault, I believe, lies with the geographers themselves. We
have been guilty of shifting our definition and point of view
too often. Early in the 20th century geography was a study of
the influence of the physical environment upOn human affairs;
somewhat later it assumed the catchy definition_. of "Geograo

a Human Ecology," and that was followed by geography as "The

Morphology of Landscape." The concept of geography as the.sci=s,
ence of areal differentiation had its early adherents, to be
Sure, but it seemed to reach its heyday atabout mid-century,
after which time it had to divide the laurels with a geography
carrying at its masthead the flag of terrestrial distribution.
No wonder o4f7"academic Colleagues as well as the lay public are
confused.

The broad training of a geographer and his ability to integrate
/ and synthesize a w1de variety of information remains as our

unique contribution. We should think carefully before we change
our emphasis.

*

The geographer is a "generalist" who must, be familiar with many
fields in the physical sciences, and he must also be able to
understand what historians, economists, and sociologists say.



The "wise generalist,"-to be wise, must have basic understand-
ing of the natural and social sciences. If I need help on a
foreign project of development I want a wise generalist, also
with a grasp of the relevant sciences for the job.

Yes, there is a growing appreciation of the good generalist,
but we have no corner on that field. , Maybe A good generalist
is better if he has first been a specialist, learned .some things
better than others, had specific experiences on which he can
draw? like to think that. a geographer with sharpened'awar&-
ness and experiencewith the real world- -the, practical world of
slums, farms, foreign lands and cultures--has his or her own
special contribution to make that even transcends theory and is
likely to be of greater utility, as a reference or base point.

I observe that praise goes to the generalist, but jobs to'the
specialist whocan develop into a generalist. Over an over I
note that these questions calling for general knowledge nd

wisdom are channeled.to the specialist. I, shudder at. th an-
swers they give, but that is how it is. If there is a le son.
it may this, that the wise liung ran 4111 ha,!e a double Ma-
jor--a firm narrow practical specialty and an equally firm broad
grounding in geography.

In a world of.speci.aIltt-disciplines the geographer does'have
a problem, no,quetion. But what of that? If geographers
would speak up on ISSUEIS they do know about, then they can make
their presence felt.

The latter-day emphasis on diSciplinary colleges, at the same
time that administrators want moreinter-disciplinary activity,
is a contradiction in terms.

Geographers all used to be out of the earth sciences except for
a very few strays. Now we get them from all overthe lot. In
that geography ranges more widely than any other single disci-
pline, then we will continue to be all over the lot, the lot
being the surface of the earth as occupied by the human race.
. . .1 Our problem is not to find some,/narrow "slot"-6^-if any
august body defined that as geography four- fifths of the geog-
rapheLrs would leave for some other discipline,
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Another problem we face is that we are a hybrid subject- -some

of us prefer to work in marginal fields such as place names;

some encroach on the field of economics; others are interested
in reconstructing past geographical conditions. In other words,

the borders of geography are poorly defined. I recall that I
haVe heard geographers refer to Carl Sauer as an anthropologist

because of his extensive research and publications on Mexican
archeology and,p1A4bropology, yet many of his students--Hewes,
Clark, R, J. Russell,,Zelinsky, Dicken and Brand to name a few

--have been pace-setters,in geography, not anthropology.

*

Geography has been good to me because it let me work at things

that interested me.

I don't think it will do one bit of good to pick some Strange
name, at this point, like Geonomics gas has been proposed). If

we are ,lost by now, we are lost and no "narrowing" or "naming"

is going to help us one damned bit. What we hate to do it to

work out from our own discipline into the rest.iof things.

*

It will help immensely if we can change our image to one of ser-.
ious scholarship rather than, one of game-playing with irrelevant

topics.

*

1 0'
Perhaps P4, 4'^ phasis should be placed upon the spat al aspects

of th geogropher's approach to ,the man-earth relat nshil) which

dis nguishelitthe geographer from the sociologist;' the anthro-

ogist, or the economist- -that geographers are the people who
deal not only with how and what but also where and the relation-
ship between where and elsewhere.

*

I am convinced that we have not trained eople for activiti s

in the field of geography. This results rimarily from th hu-

manities approach which once popular is no longer appropr ate.
Geography must emphasize that it is a social science. Our stu-

dents need training in the techniques of spatial analysis. Here

in the Southwest the trend of higher education is toward tech-

nical type degrees.

*

33
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In my mind the only way for geography to go is to demonstrate
the applicOlity of our spatial theory and the wisdom that we

have gained hrough the years of environmental analysis.
We should see\our courses' as an introduction to the role of
space in our lives. We should serve /notice on the policy makers
of the Western rld that they are absurd in planning as if(
space doesn't exist.

I think the quantitative revolution in geography is here to
stay. . . . Geography has had a hard time establishing an iden-
tity, and now it has got spatial interaction, with all the tiona

fides of mathematical models to support and,reinforce it. ng=
tial just doesn't "belong" to any other field. It's
the new battle flag and rallying cry. I think in another 10 or
15 years it may be the core.of geography. All of this worries
me a bit, because the chart of geography to yoll and me and" to
Iota of other people was the fact that it was unstructured.---And
it may get too structured to suit me. But I'M going to retire
in five years, and I've had a good time with geography. Project
ing--as though I were Ajust starting in the field--I think I'd
like to see geography legitimized, structured, bolstered by math-

,- . erptical thinking, etc., because the science lacks credibility as
it is. Well, as I have said, I think that's what is going to
happen. Old Cristaller started lt, cwd th 1/IICAo 114 G.tat

ain have floodeo.the market with their poOks. So it's just a
matter of tine. . . . Actually,, my interests are in this general
direction--but not this specific direction. . . systems analysis.
may be even harder to sell than spatial'interaction!

I think that the geography curriculum in a lot of schools needs
bucking..up beyond the level of what could be a liberal education.
I think too many geography departments teach too narrow a geog-
raphy curriculum. Not that I want "problem solving" by calculus
for everyone. But too many of our requirements are aimed at the

/general elementary -
teaching curriculum, or the non-professional

major. Stiffer requirements are necessary. We are moving stead-
ily into a more technical world and the geography curriculum has

got to move with it--or we stay with the liberal education thing.

Long ago, we attempted to solve this problem by proclaiming (ar-

bitrarily, of course) that geographers are (or should be) experts
in location, past, present, future, physical, human, etc. That
assurance provided something of a niche in the &dem intellectual
hierarchy, but did little to persuade people that location is
important, worthy of specialized study. All of us know of the
huge costs and suffering that have ensued from poorly selected
sites for human undertakings, ranging from places to fight our
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wars (Kbrea,-VIet Nam-); build our factories and freeways, to

spending; our retirement years or our vacations; and these er-

rors are matched by ways we have chosen to ignore how our ac-

tions endanger future utilization of resources, tioth.natural

and human. . . . Greater recognition of these casts could ma-

terially enhance recognition of the need for geography, both

as a cultural subject and as a prottasion.
/

The need for locational.,analysis seems obvious,,but are we pre-

pared to defend special training along those lints? I firmly

believe that other disciplines are not prepared to do t e job.

None have given adequate weight to the various aspects or the

context (social and physical environment) in which locationa.l

decisions must be made - -to the fact that such decisions involite

considerations of many factors', in combinations that vary en-

ormously from one case to another. Furthermore, the tempta-

tion to carry forward the simplifying assumptions-cif-their re-

spective disciplines into real-life situations is very strong:

engineers tend to ignore the human elements, while economists

ignore the physical and ecologists the economic, etc., and as

a consequence the "professional" advice we get is often biased.

Little wonder that the general public comes away disillusioned,

often concluding that locational'decisions are not subject to

rational analysis and best left to chance. So the need for a

balanced approach is not recognized. If it were, geography

would surely gain widespread sac/port.

It is true that much of our creative effort in recent decades

has gone into perfecting techniques for satisfying a demand

that has not yet appeared.. 3ut I'm convinced that the thousands

of man-hours that have gone into improving cartographic, Sta-

tistical, and other analytical techniq4es are not to be wasted

simply by exposing them only to other geographers. Surely the

day must come when their usefulness in solving social and in-

dividual problems will be acknowledged.

I see a lot of resistance to, and bitterness ard, theme 11-66i

movement." Statistics, which is what has in aded geography

mostly, and other forms of mathematics have made relatiliely slow

inroads In the social sciences. t think this is partially be-

cause one can quickly quantify the meaning out of things, par-

ticularly when those things are real-world, man-level perceptions.

I believe that the "systematic-theoretic-quantitative"-direction
taken by so many geographers is far too sophisticated for the

average employer to comprehend. Organizations Ithe personnel

within) hardly know what geogftphy is, let alone the "new" geog-

raphy. So the recent trend of geographers trying to impress

each other at meetings and in, publications is defeating their

efforts to obtain positions in a realistic world. When I worked
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1.6

in business as a geographer I had to,forget the academic stance

of the discipline and produce something that would bring in more

customers; lay out a better route, or in, some way improve the

system or bring in more sales. . .
"Geography makes a m

ous background for innumerable avenues in a ypung-p-e son's po-

tential to enter a profession. . . .
Ve-t-v-ea- good profession- -

why louse it up with a pseuOlrzeeri-Ci outlook that nobody can

understand unless they-ere members of the "inner circle."

Many papers given at the AAG meetings are beyond my comprehension

because I was not trained in that area; my Ph.D. will be 45 years

old in June of this year;
I

The\overemphasis on quantitative manipulation of research study

isnot the answer. We have been losing the feeling for p ()pie.

ft

Spatial organization--to the businessman it is rathe meaning -v

less without considerable explanation and elaborat on.

ft

Have you ever hunted for ideas in mathe cal. geography? I

think there is no hope foregeograph.p the future if it is .

contented with mathematical gymnastics to the ex usion of ideas

and broad understandings. Example: contrast B aujeaU-Garnier

and Chabot, Urban Geo ra hy and their Geogra h of Po ulation

with some of cal treatments of same f e s.

.BUt I am not really a pessimist; we will come sack, bilt may lose

Some ground in the process.

6

I am disturbed by the trend to consider qu titative techniques

the only 'approa h to 'the study of geograph . ,This excludes-his-

e
torical geogra,hy or any.. source materials ver five to ten years

old. This mea s that,courses on historic .1 geography or history

of geography are no longer taught in the epartment.

To tell the truth, I am somewhat reluct nt to call myself a geog-

rapher any longer because of the exten to which geographers.

appear to have detached themselves frb the practical world.

.Substantial opportunity costs are i oil/71th courses that
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are offered solely for intellectual interests. . . .,Can we
afford to educate students as experts on 16th century place
names in Borneo? One of the costs I see associated with the
quantitative revolution of recent years has been the tendency
for elaborate experimentation with our new found tools With
little attention paid to how they might be useful. F r n-
stance, linear programming and computer simulation are o ly
tools; they are means to an end. . . . I'm afraid that all too
often, they have become.ends in themselves.

*

With the new techniques recently made available (computers, re-
mote sensing, quantitative methods) one might expect a great
outpouring of geographic research and writing. But I am not con7
vinced that this has happened. Why not? Were the geographers
more interested in the techniques themselves, than in the research
which the techniques could facilitate?

For a long time I have promoted the idea that geographers shouLd__,)
be specialists: but specialists in particular countries or re-
gions. This idea is now so old fashionedthat I would probably
be booed off the platform for suggesti ing t. Maybe some one
will rediscover the need for *such experts.

Geographers have been quite amiss in not taking hold of the ecol-
ogy movement.

*

It would seem to me that the contemporary interest in preserving
"the environment"--or at least not mutilating it--p4,ovides a
great opportunity for geographers to expand-the "ma ket" for their
special expertise and to improve their "I-image" in the public eye.
Should not special attention be pan to the'kind of preParation
that ought to be available for students who want to become "en-
vironmentalis "?

If we/had emphasized environment and ecology morein our geogra-
phy/teaching and research we would be far ahead of where we are
now. Even though I had several courses under Dr. Ellen Churchill /

Semple I was never led to believe ttrat geography Sanctioned envi-
ronmental determinism.

On what basis do we think claTM-Suppo t from the public? Cer-
tainly not only on cos effectiveness, f that be the case at all.
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Geography as an academic eld rests upon naive, curiosity of

the average person to now nteresting things about places far

they. away than he can just as history rests ',upon curiosity

about what things were like beyond the memory span of living

persons.

Yes, I agreethat we should have been building on man's natural

instinct and interest in places.

C

Professional training and scholarship are riot quite the same

thing. If we get too far into the former, the latter must surely'

suffer. A geography that prepared cartographers; that showed

us how to prepare FIS statements, or to route traffic for the

pco would certainly not have attracted me personally to the field.

Places that are real and people who are real happen to interest

me, and in my experience they also interest students and col-

leagues. 'We hardly need to take umbrage in the abstraCt to gain

intellectual status, but I appreciate that there is a real role

being played by our theorists, even when I personally find little

of interest in what they may be saying. Still, much is being

done in the name of geography that should not be--we have given

complete license to our colleagues, and some have abuse? it. T

have no idea how to control such things short of the Iebsure

of public opinion.

In looking for the future geographer as a type of relational

thinker who might make useful contributions' toward putting peo-

ple in good and permanent relations, to the land we can see some

hopeful signs. . . .
Naturally we have a lot of competition. New

methods of, data collection (remote sensing), efficient means of

cartographic expression (computer mapping) - -all the new gadgetry

is open to all comers. To perceive it in balance, against an

internal system of checks and balances based on training and ex-

perience, on the other hand, is where the geographic qAtudent of

landscape has the possibility of coming to truer answers than

many others. It is not without reason that the term,eco-freak

has entered our language. What can be done.to foster progress? I,

-would answer that each department of geography must.be true to

to itself. Thereby we admit our well-known and oft-criticized,

lack of focus. Too bad. The world isa bi plade, and we are

few. What is essential is that good work b done; Almost as im-

portant that we criticize ourselves on.just that: quality, not'

topic. I would be glad if we were to oward a consolida ion

of interests, but it must arise'spont ly, not be-impose

As we thrash Around we will perhaps d over some particula

points of strength now relatively nei.ected.
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Pecking Crder--Is It Related to the Job Market?

Rank-ordering has come to have considerable theoretical

interest for geographers in recent years and it is reasOnable

to ask if rank ordering, of disciplines and academic institutions

has teai'ing on job openings. Homer AsChmann, writing, in Amer-

;2!!'zL2__.1jicanneo7196(1,-63:.T;:dtrc,ation'mloment'arldOther,.

Trends (2,.-P. 17)-1 expressed the opinion that because "under-

graduates and'gradates are encouraged or required to fake too

many geography courses" we may become.ingrown and "appear to

be naive if not ignorant... . ,[if such persons] come to form

too large a fraction of the geographic profession, the discipline

will be relegated toe. status comparable to home economics or phy

sical education., sociallt useful but not part of the intellectual

mainstream."

The problem is somewhat larger'. The "old school tie" can

be tremendously important if the "old school" is one of outstand-

ing reputation. Confounded by the "chicken and the egg" Se-

quence, once established the prestigious institution lends an

invaluable 'measure of legitiMacy td the disciplin!S within ita

structure.

In my lifetime I have witnessed geography being phased out of
the curriculums of a num erg of our most distinguished univer.4
sities, among them Marva d, Yale, Stanford, and I believe Cor-

nell. In each instance he reason given for the abandonment
was somewhat the same, v z., the .lack of any uniqUe,contribu-.
tion whith geography had, to make. The administrators of'these
institutions apparently/were of the opinion that if geography

Was eliminated, other qsciplines could readily take over parts,
and pieces of geography s somewhat nebulous.and fraTred fiOd
--geology Ole section On terrain, meteorology the Pa t_ on clim
ate, history the geogrhphy of the\past, ad economicw%pt is
usually titled commer9ial or leconomic geography. 6
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Geography is not rgund in some ,of the "prestigious educational
institutions" simply because university and college administra;:
tors find that it is not in a position to contribute greatly
t"p financial resources--its costs are greater than its returns

to the institution. Also, its Tindings are seldom so spectac-

ular that they bring the attention of the pul?lic to theUniver-.
sity in question; the results of our research 'produce few,neWs-
worthy reports such as the advance of an anticipated fifth con-
tinehtal glacial invasion, dr the discoVery of the-remains of

a Peking man, or 611 deposits in the North' Sea.

N

My own.experiencedoes not support your observation that we are

usually rated along with PE and home ec on most campuses. 'Our
status here at Berkeley is good; and I think in substantial
part because we have attracted good students who have impressed

faculty in other reaated disciplines. -.Perhaps we have been

lucky. The ones looking for job insurance are likely often

to be the leaSt interestidg: a
e

I should th4r.!' th4 "r!..? .r» *heor-?tic11) _geography will fin-

ally be'L, . . . Intu CI1 Ivy Lea6ue and elsewhere.'.

What prestigiouS,u iversities do not have geography departments?
Name more than .a d zen such! Private universities in which ge.1

ogftphy was crowded out was the result of the faculty playing

'the game wrong wh finances got.short--that is 'the answer for

most of them. Th geography department of the University of

Chicago has rankeN tops for most of the time since Chicago be-

gan. Too much a logy for this problem of why we are. not at

Xi Y, or Z. The hole paragraph is written in a defeatist tone

--if that is you conclusion, then geography is doomed, t

least in any rep rt you write.

Applied Geography--D es Scholarship Necessarily Mean Detachment
from Society's Pro lems?

Although the suWect of argment, sometimes heated, pure

4 and applied research and associated teaching have Managed'for

a long time tO coexi t in our institutiont'of higher educatiOn.
y,

For the future it se4ms inevitable that the increase in number
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and complexiey''of'so ietY s'prOblems reiulting tr? om crowding 0

0

Mobility, naturaIr ource 2.tOairments-and.otherfactors..yi4

push the nation's "in ellectual,..resource Centers into taking a

zreater:interts,t in hat mahyschplatio, unfortUnatelyi. consider,

Mundanedifficultios difficulties-with Which/other people inR°other types of inatitUtiOnS,should.cope. 'In Contrast, there

are Profed,sers'yho as suchTall.Intense emotiOngl.-Interest

in society's problems that they can nbst:charitalgy,Ve-'described.,,,

as,ideOlogist'si leaSt.:Charitably theeritts. -;

.

NeverthelesS,:the.problems:are re41.a0 vita14s4ution;

manysided and subject tOfgive:and take; theuniversitieS.have
. ,

a reSPOnsibility
which-geograPhers cap play A useful role.

In all likellhood:the.vehicle
field mgst

effective in placing geographers as well.as other graduates in.

the- pplied work of business and government will be that of

-the.internship (2, 3). ,0
An all-university office'entrusted

with Coordina'tion of an intern Program would be immensely'' help-

going
. ,

There is not going to be a general Aetand for

the° xleal world until, geographers prove that t

to,thata world. And until geographers do,dom

teach."then they will never prove it.

Having been siapped down one, tAme bY:an AAG-person in powerwhen

I,,uggested we .needed to pay aebme attention to "applied,geographyu°

in Order to place geography graduates, -I'm:glad you are.putting,

your ;efforts into°studying this problet. I
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off rs,a an an opport nity to become informed about real wo Id

pro lemsIthat is, fu damental, lona;-range problems. But how

ma people are inter sted in probleMs,that extend past the

ne t election or the ext change itivAdministrative PersOnnel?

The, number is so sma 1 that it can hardly ,promise pecuniary

success for an aspir ng scholar who depends upon it for support.

*

About 25 or 30 years ago there were only few geographers in-

volved in working with the private sector . . now'there are
-rrall levels_or

of fast enough, and.,

ates. World War II was

app lied gedgraPhy, when ,.

dt,geography actually had

at least 1000 with another minimum of 4000

government. Progress has been, made, but

e must broaden the market for our gra

the turning point in the interest in

many of us, to our surprise, found

a tremendous value inothe real, wor d. ,

WAere have -geographer's gone to work?

--s-11. The early days. When geographers came out of the earth

sciences, they went back thereintip geOlOgical surveys a

_gobd deal. Into the normal soh6Ols, in part,,to;,teach geog-

raphy teachers..
B. ViorldsWar'II, We 'did every damned:thIngjrom Zly

planes to helping companies in huSiness,', theughmost or us

were in nintelligence4in)omew4y or other.:iAnd pretty

darned useful all the way round.

C. Post World War II. There- began. a huge expansion of gebtr,

phy.programs. This exp4nsiOn was far faster than we could

turn out the people (ohe_year in the 1950kS.a candidate

of ours - -who was not really..topa-had his choice.Of:seVen

teaching jobs,` and in that year :I got:a telegtaM in ,.Tune
asking if we'had "any live hiadieso).. Part of our trouble

,was, then, that no Ph. b. would do anything:other< than go.

to teaching. 'I'quit trying to find other kinds of jobs,
into

when I founds one I Could not get 4-candidateto

even look at it. 'Wien the Openlngsrall'Oer 200 4:srar,

and.we were turning out about 60!..7.0
across, the

country,Ieven our dumb-cluckszot teaching Sobs,' Now we

are paying for thisno geographersH1041d;g0'intp
any of:

the lines applying geography to anything.

D. -Late .196D-S. GeOgraphy departtents-stili fOrMing--but the

candidate lists were growing. We aboUtcaughtup by 1970.

And, unlike. history, we still had ho big retirement sector

to absorb: some of our-tbMing surplus.

E. 1970s. Now the fifty-odd Pfi,D.,,schools aregered toturn

out about 200-250 (though we haVe cut Own bur,'.'*ntake,as

have others) Ph4.1s:4 year, and the job list runs about-

.130-150. .
Now a good many.geOgraphert:.aregoing to have to

learn. to look ottlide the teaching profeSsi004-
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.Do you recall that during the period 1941-45 the nation was
scrounging ound for any doul,who by any stretch of the im-
agination c uld provide services of a geographidal nature'. .

In Washing on and elsewhere anyone who had"even had a law-level
college c urse in something called geography-biwad find a lob
without t ouble, and I am afraid that such poor training has
reflected on the present state of the geography employment mar-

'ket. An thing passed for,"geography"'and a 'geographer" and'
we are p ying dearly for it.

The're was a time when we thought geography-Was growing.because
of whatrit offered when really we were mostly feeding. on our--

selves and the vast majority of graduateS.went on to teach oth-
er geography students and we pretended Wwould_neVer endo
dergraduates had little trouble in findingplaceS4n-the train-
ing programs afebusiness not because of what they knew, but al

most in spite of their college training.' Now the fat 'days are
over god we have to admit.that outside the field of education-
we placed few-people.in jobs where theirgeographic skills, were
really used. 'One exception was something vaguely. defined as

planning. Unfortunately, most geography departments didnot
move nto .the area of modern urban functional analysis- -they

stuc to classic urban geography. I can remember a'prominent.
an streogrepher eayina that geography didn't have,t,-4-z utill

itarian to be cuacccsful. Maybe not, bUt while we retre..ted'
farther into our ivory towers, some schools started progr ms

in urban planning. We lost by default.

I formerly maintained that a person with a bachelor's degree
in liberal arts with a concentration in geography had as good.
a chance to find a non-teaching glob as those with majors in
say English, history, political science, or sociplogy. Times
have changed--I,canncit in good conscience tell a prospective
major that there are good opportunities for employmentlafter.
graduation:

*

Geography as a preferable subject of specialization has been on
the decrease in the last three. years. Even rar_jobs in general
administration within,Pakistan, geography as one of the required'
fields of trai ing does not appear. Even among C.S.P. (Central',,
Superior Servi es of Pakistan) the number of geography graduates
has been stead ly on the decrease,since l948-.showing that brit. -.
liant and g ft d students do not take the sUbject.because of the
lack of fob opportunities. .

I
. . The number of students in geog-

raphy 1 d* ndling, particularly among men, So alarmingly, that
two out? of he eight degree colleges in. Rawalpindi-Islamabad
had to clos their geography departments.,
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Where we stand today is that we have aboOt staffed the geog-
raphy departments--abbut as many as we are apt to get. Uo*
we have to start pushing our people to o oust into the real
world and teach that world what geographers /can do.

*

I think it is time'for geographers to find out what employe
want, especially the nelkyoung group of managers. This s
be done at the various levels of company operations. Fo
stance, I would suggest that information be sought as t
areas geography can fit into the system and what.are t
.quirements for these various positions. What is nee
ographers to be employed in the banking, the. real e
steel industries, -etc.? What is needed for retail
sale busi sses? What 4:needed for the various
of gove nme t, local, state, federal? °

A major problem is making knoWn the capabilities an skills of
geographers to prospective employers.. Isbelieve ere are many
jobs geographers could compete for ifthey-knew f their avail-
ability and if the employersare aware,pf the training provided
AS an example, I recently talked with the head of personnel of /
the H.E.B. food chain here in the southwest. He was excited
about the training given to `geographers and he was willing to
hire a person with.a specialization in location theory who would
help locate new stores. I have made several such contacts over

''the -last few months. Each of the persoif contacted was surprised
at the abilities of geographers and the fact,that they did not
know what skills modern students-of the discipline were capable
of performing.

Whenever possible, in terms of student interest and inclination,
I would urge the development of competence and skill in a spedial
practical field. I learned this in studying the market. tor cOn-
servationists. There was almost none for the conservationgener-
aliet. These practical fields include: regional planning, re-
source management, real-estate development'' and management, car
tography, urban planning, overseas trade, health organizations
and agencies. Course work and apprentice work in summers, etc.,'
should be part of thedgperience of the student who giants to
develop one of these practical fields,

ee

The area of expansion at our school is in business administra-
tion. B iness is still hiring people but their policies have
changed They no longer have to accept "any degree" and the '
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greatest exnansi
iness Administra

jgeography was go
gained positions

4i

n is in'spebialization: t

ion.. At one time, I thoug
ng to "take bff." I' know:

411 business location anal
out. I think we 'were unwilling to extend
nitty-gritty'behind businesd decisions. I

is a contribution,to be made, especially
putor
chang

Masters of Bus-
t thatlarketing
f a feweople who

ses but this'died
urselves into the (
still think there
ith the tool of com-/

ppingmaps showing the rapid Oa ges of settlement)
ng land uses, even ho rl Alfferences in traffic flow.

I believe.the/Aeograph r has m h needed 'abilitIe- to offer'

regionalization sche s for a ariety of lo s ate and f
management
ei And lo
ast discover

era/ services being stablishk natur esource
and land-use conf4cts cryini;for_an analytical e
tional decisions gaining significance in a world
ing its finiteness.

/7

ft
i;

4

There are many excellent job opportunities for college
regardless of their major, in the federal 'civil servi

do I find a graduating senior who has even heard of
college graduates.

ft

4

Perhaps we do.not want to respond to,th-e--- -- 'earth areas outlined

in Ackerman's Geography As A Fundame to , search'Discipline but
these are the areas in which the gov mentiis noWinvolved,-
withoUt us. The government also of ers/good opportunities for
regional specialists, but I doubt t at we direct our people there.,

t

In the last five years we have sent 70 students,ihto gb,Vernmentaf.
employment most of whom have been geographers.

,

ft
1:0

,Clearly the,area of land-use planning holds great prOMTSe not
Only for geographers but for many other liberally trained and

cross-discipline scholars. Th;state of Blorida a few year
ago, passe, enabling legislati permitting each county in the

state to set up a planning department and legislation i$ now
pending which may make it compulsory fOr each county tio(do o4

Should this come about, there will be Many job oppOrtunitie
for people with proper training. Geography departtents
provide training in planning-related methods and skills will
surely provide their graduates with special advantages over
'those who come-out Of the morie traditional departments. course )

work in air-photo interpretation, map skills (both Constructing
and interpreting), field methods and urban studies/supplemented

'
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by rigorous demands in regard to writing skills', a /gencrousj

elettive backgroundstudies in the natural science /will give

the best preparation for geographers Nr.t.the'comin decades.

We haVe b
M.A. p ople
ula have a c

a. ,

broadly successful in placing!both B.A., B.S., and

n non-teaching posts. All our departmental curric-

re requirement in cartography and all have an op-

tion for a concentration in cartography, and photogrammetry. Prob.

ably more of our people have found a job initially because they

possessed command of cartographic-air photo techniques than

through! any one avenue. Also'me have ,a successful urban geogra-

phy and rural land-use sequence, thexUrbkan. asPects of which n

particular have led to jobs with urban, regional, and county

planning commissions and with commercial firms. People at t e .

B.A. 1.evel who have combined the carto add the urban concentr

tions have been particularly sUccessful, We also offer a . .A.

concentration in industrial geography--have a dozen or o stu-

dentsit yearly. It blends urban, industrial, and land use

on top of our core requirements in carto o.nd physicalstudents
from this prbgram of course follow the geheral B.B.A. curricur\-

lum and they've generally had a range of Job Choices on grad '')

nation. We also get a group of military career-oriented n-

centrates every year, usually Air For e oriented and pri arily

interactted in r!jimatnlncry. rwnotp S sing and air photo, and

the like. rinally, vc pl:iycd c. 1 ding -role in establishing

the University's Institute for =unity and Area'Development4
through which the many reefon planning commissions in this

state were formed and nurtyr d. The head of the Institute ip

a geographer who ranks as senior professor on our Staff (though

100% in the Institute)./ nother key member of the Indtitute

is a former graduate st dent of mine. When"I.recruited him from

a large metropolitan anning'commission,tor his present post

o s run froaas. little as a dozen to as large
I had no idea how art I was! The staffs of these regional

planning commissi
as 65-70 in some areas. Through these two men, apd the growing

numbers of our,* grads in these regional groups, the momentum
keeps growing:' our studegta just do'hear of jobs as they.become

available and as th agencies-expand! Also, our grads gener-

ally'have done ver fiell in these agenciesr-sdveral now head

regional commiss s- -and they'ddn't !hurt our reputation. Our

most recent effort is to expand contacts in state government

agencies, especially the Divisidn of lqatural Resources and the

State Planning Commission and the Department of.Industry and

Trade. One excellent M.A. went to Southern Bell Telephone_last

kearin their Economic.DeveloOment and Analysis Division --I

placed him through personal contacts with:the headof Southern

Bell in this region.

r

A. number of our' faculty are deeply involved in civic and buti-

ness activities through regular consulting With business and
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governmental agencies. Job opportunities fopStudents often

result. Ow

Since we'cannOt anticipate specific job descriptions/five yeart

from now we should increase oar emphasis on techniques and in-'

terpretation. I do not think that content will be sacrifi.ced_

but rather can be learned via technique demonstration. The

applied aspects of the field'must be emphasized rather than view-
_

ing the discipline as only vital to a person's general education.

No
5

student should be graduated without a skill.' Having book,- .

learning is not enough to enable them to get a job. The skills

which Would most enhance their job opportunities are those re-

lated to cartography, aerial photography, field techniques, and

statistics. A geography graduate who has had only regional

courses will not be able to find a job. 1. T.

I believe departments must re-examine their undergraduate curricr-,/

ula. Perhaps tWe should be two routes-to the B.A. degree. A

t.:11.111earl vuui:e; ith extensive training in map reading, air

----- photo interpretation, remote sensing, statist techniques and

computer programming. Geographers with thes sk lls would have

little problem in finding jobs with governme gencies at all,

levels and with private industry. A second undergraduate roilte,

not mutually exclusive from the first, would be geared to m
persons into graduate work in the discipline. At the graduate.

level the M.A. degree could be designed with this dual role in

mind. I believe that today few,geography departments really
think in terms of, "What are ou'r students going to do with their

degrees?" This' is a question we must face up to in the next

few years and it may require considerable redesigning of'courset-
and curriculum.

a

Given no constraints of budget and/or facilities planning, 1
would suggest that courses be divided. Those entering teach-
ing/need different orientation from those entering business.'

The changes in geography over the last twenty years have gen
erally increased* the notential employability of p;eogralpy,grad.,

uates by both government an' the commercial sector. The impor-

.
tanf changes are those that introduced and expanded the use of

a more quantitative approach to the discipline and especially

those that made knowledge. of computer use.and applications nec-

cessary for most graduate students sand some undergraduates. Any
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program that has as part of its requirements healthy d of

-mathematics, statistics, quantitative methods and computer work

is probably producing people with good potential emploiability

in any area. Departments that do not have such requirements

(either formal or informal) are doing their students a disser-

vice.

'7

As you may know, our department has emphasized course work lead-

ing to a bacelor's degree in applied geography. We provide con-

centrations in geography in urban and regional planning, urban

land management, environmental studies, occupational touritn,and

population studies. Our majors find jobs in aVariety of fields,

,especially planning.

*

Iswould make the following recommendations:

A) enhance interdisciplinary communication with the urbanplan-

fling department;
-

B) develop a business-oriented undergraduate major in geography

with courses in land economics, real estate, and transport-

ation economics;
0 initiate undergraduate and graduatp internships in local

governMer6, state government, and local business establish-

ments such as real estate firms;

D) continue to encourage the developmentiof skills in quantita-

ttve'imethodsvaerial photographic
interpretation and field

techniques.

*

With regard to what the.department can do to improve J.tis place-

ment of students, may I list the following:

1) Develop an applied curriculum ,L111 of courses which teach

students how to do\something. When-a student goes seeking

a job,, the employer upWly asks what he can do. This usu-

ally is partly based on a good knowledge of statistics, and

computers, and experience in handling data,sets. This cur-

riculum may demand new faculty in applied areas orthose

who have had experience in these areas.

2) A possible applied major with, say 40)% techniquesbriented

courses. This does not4mean only techniques courses,'but
techniques-oriented courses as well, such as urban planning,

transportation systems, environmeq.al.physiography, water

resources, etc.
3) A good bet for jobs from such a curriculup would be in the

area of environmental studies,' impact analysis, and urban/

transportation planning. These are our heavily requested .

areas..
4) A good internship program 'is mportant. We have fouhd that

dbple just plain get Sobs t rough such a program.
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5) Faculty mus.t_bq applied to give the students this direction.

This means they need to be involved in community and state

applied activities. The best paradigm for placement has

been a) students who have already been hired, making a good

impression, and b) faculty who are active outside the de-

partment and who are doing applied research.
a

Our students work ten or so hour's per week for planning and other

government agencies. In the two years that we have had the pro-

gram nearly, everyone of our student interns has found work with

such agencies.

We are working on an intern program for our graduate students,

trying to establish contacts with various Consulting, plannind,

business, industry, and governmental officesas potential "sta-

tions" for interns. The particular advantage here is not ,just

the training that is provided (and experience) but the job con-

tacts that-are made--both by our staff and the intern. This,

I suspect, will:become broadening for both the graduate student,

and the professor. An extension of this which Would also be ex-

tremely helpful would be for the processor to try and get into

these same agencieb WI a i'mptoLary liasia (say a term) and take

leave frem the university - -this too would help with the contact:3o

*

I think one of the major needs is to develop within a department

an attitude that professors as academic geographers can work on

practical problems and testing of theory. . . We must do out

into the real world and solve real problems to prove to people'

that we can do the work. It would be desirable for the geogra-

'7pher to be able to ,,get a contract or grant to do this type of

work. i . . We must show them what we can do. Some of the first

work could be done free. . . No argument convinces people you

can do the job better than a high quality finished product in

hand. When I go to a governmental agenc to work on a prob em,

I explain thdt:--(1) I can do a high quality job and I w do

it on time. (2) I can complete the job for leis than ha the

amo nt they would pay an outside consulting firm add that ost

of he money I receive goes to pay higher education expense

.
(3) We will keep in very close contact with the cont a t-

in agency. . . Agencies generally like bh idea that ybu ill

keep in constant contact with them concerni g the research you're

doing. 44) I point out that as graduate udents work Wi h me

as the Trimary investigator, they will all times have an un-

derstanding of the entire project, ino dipg the law or guide-

li es under which the work is being ne./. When the students

lea e the university they are famil ar with the type research

geo raphers can do for public age ies.
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Business and noVernment--Advice by Escapees from the Ivie Walls

.111k,

Turning away from the'shrinking market in teaching 1.11 not

be so difficult as it was ten or fifteen years'ago, a time when

teaching in the public"schoc4ft and in higher education present

ed an idyllic attraction--one for the most part of civility, re-

ativity, and security. For many graduates, perhaps for a m jor-
/

ity, the hard practical problems of business and gov rnment will

prove more meaningful and interesting than the pr

°Zioleme: th'e chanciness of job security'in busihe4/counterbal-

ms of aca-

anced by opportunities for high financial rewards, the bureau-

cratic sluggishness of government counterbal ced by opportuni-

ties to make decisions of something more thn academic moment.
Q

Observationa and auggactianc by thcce actually on the firing

line of applied geography reinforce and add to the ideas express-
,

ed by professors in the preceding section (6, 7).

Modern geography is definitqAy an excellent background M.') an

executive. . . The ability or the geographer to speak the lan-

guage of many specialists is a great advantage. . He has the

somewhat unique capacity to condense and correlate masses of da-

ta supplied by scientists from other fields. . . . There cannot

be any better training than that for a harassed and overburdened

executive who has to make hundreds of decisions on the basis of-

reports and memoranda.which he receives.

For the past forty years I have led an exciting and profitable
life, initially as a geographer but for most of the time as an
international economist specializing in energy resources and

their utilization. I learned something about the world as a ge-

ographer; the energy expertise I developed, mainly, in the course

of my employment. I have been helped greatly by (1) a fondness

for numbers, and (2) a capacity for foreign languages. The lat-

ter is a major advantage in this country, where so many people

appear to have an absolute blockage for all foreign languages.
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Currently I am general manager of a large real estate firm and
mvincome is much more than I could have expected if I had stay

ed in teaching.'

Based upon thirty years experience in Various positions entitled.
"Geographer" with;the Federal Government, it is my belief that
the problem of how best to enhance the employment opportunities
of those trained as professional geographers is fully as impor-
tant as the development and improvement of scholarship in the
field of.geography and far more neglected. Obviously geography
can't get anywhere without sound scholarship but at least many
geographers have worked and are working at it this is not thp
case with regard to the question of job opportunities for geog-
raphers. Not very much has been done about this with the excep-
tion of the Placement Committee of the AAG which has developed
and improved a very useful service.

There' needs tQ 6e in each geography department one person on the

teaching staff who is deeply and continuously concerned with job

opportunities. Ideally this should be the chairman since he is
in the best position to tie together the teaching and research

1

.p4ogvamS wii.ii 6he placement program. In other wordstoli.tthe Grain-
ing and output tp the requirements both actual and potentialk.
This will not work, however, where the p ctice,g rotating chair-
men is done and where-the' individual rega ds-hig-term as chairman
as an interlude to be endured or as an adm nistrative burden un-
til he can get back to cloister and real purpOse of his life--
researeh.

Most successful geographers I have known have had a basis of
study in depth in some one or more of the earth sciences- -geol-

ogy, soil science, or the like, along usually with economics'
and/or anthropology.

As long as the- geography courses in the public schools are chief-
ly related to states--their capitals, etc.,the general public- -
including those who are in administrative positions and should
consider geographers--don't have any notion as to what geography

is all about. In other words, the popular image of geography
needs to be changed. . . . Ilany of the studigamade by the In-
ternational Monetary Fund-World Bank staff for underdeveloped
countries, for example, would be improved if a geographer were
involved--but the executive staff doesn't know what geographers
can or should be able to do.
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If a student plans to make a career out of the Civil Service,
I personally would not advise him to go beyond the Ma ter's
level until he has been on the job for a while, to d termine
if he likes that type of work and to find out what t e educa-
tional requirements for advancement are in that particular area.
Often, he will find that the Ph.D. is not required, and wha
ever education is necessary can be picked up by a combined ro-

gram of night-school,courses and on-thejob training.' If I had

the opportunity to do it over, I would have tried for a Govern-
ment job after completing the M.A. and subsequently taken what-
ever courses I needed at Government eipensei

I believe it is im tant to inform the student c ncerning the
amount, as well as e type, of education necess ry to qualify

for a Federal Govern ent job. This,derie some hat on whether

the student is seeking a job with an R&D organization or an
operational element. Examples: Engineer Topographic Labora-,
tories is an R&D organization; CIA is an operational element;
both hire geographers. It is helpful,; although nOt absolutely

necessary, to have an advanced degree before seeking employment

with an R&D agency. Also, other things being equal the person

witn tne aavanced degree usually moves up the/ladder fater'd/Laj

gets the higher grade jobs. The operationalerements such a "/

CIA usuNlly do riot pay much.attention to advanced degrees, and

my understanding is that the lack of the M.A. or Ph.D. does- not

impede the progress of an. otherwise well - qualified individual.

For most geographers who plan to work for a Federal agency in
research and development, I would recommend greater emphasis on
training in the analytical approach and the application of geo-
graphic techniques to-problem solution. I believe systematic
courses should be emphasized, and at least part of the course
material presented in the form of a series of contemporary prob-
lems to be analyzed and solved.

I think university departments have an obligation to define as ;

well as they can, what the employment, opportunities are and will

be for their students. Thiset$puld be done through a variety.of

media: formal classes, spec al guest seminars, etc. . . . Per-

haps this is the answer to the problem of relevance;: let the
student choose his own courses, in full re0Ognition of the im-

plications of that decision with regard to employment.

ft
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In Government most e ployers em o be looking for specialists,

partict.aarly those 'ith a hig ly d veloped technical skill. The

profesional for h gher eche on de ision-making pasitionS or
generalist geograp er should e as well qualified as any other

planning-type job where the envi onment S involved, but he faces

tough competition/ from other-fiel s which also considerlthe en -'

vironme$it their' province. Perhap the o ly way that geographers

'will become accepted in thq .1617 rket i to have people who

call themselves geographers prov that eY can make.contribu-

tions to the solution of important prob' ems. I don't think ge.oh

ographers, as a group, have been accept d yet as skilled tech-

nicians who can make unique contributi ns to the solution'of

problems.

Having discussed the matter with 'many geographers -in the Wash-

ington area I think I can say that there-is something of a gap

between academic geography and the applied geographer. The fed-

erally employed geographer is often better paid, supplied with

better equipment, involved in more sophisticated and.6are\tech,

nical research, with better access to "highly fugitive" sources,

and produces a generally more visible 7r6duct wath greater tan-

gible impact, but still i$ regarded with something between dis -

dain and condescension by his academically employed colleagues.

Snobbery is'universai and therc is rc reas= ,.:, if e4hrm,ld hP nh-:

sent in our profession, but it. seemb Lu'rIu to Le 4 lux4ry we can,

/ ill afford during tough times. Moreover, Tbelieve there is a

widespread conviction am ng the senior, and presumably those

most likely to be influe tial in hiring and firing, government

geographers, that our gr duate schools do not produce a product

well prepared,'to attack productively any but the most narrowly

aca e mic topics. to Burrill phrases this as an inability to ,

"id tify the p oper uestion," but I feel it is a bit broader:

than that. I ,also cludes an under-evaluation of practical

consideratio s (like lidns of dollars or 'the real.- e condi-

tions of real people),. an over -confidence in esoteric metho
olog-.

ical gim,ickry with a toncomitant, under' - evaluation of judge alts

14;

and subj ctivl, insight, and an inability to work efficientl,,with'

a resea chOam,,. . . I'am sure these sound liAte unregenerate.

,views from the 1940's or 50's at best, but I came out Of mcNdis-

/
sertation (just a few years ago) convinced' that theory building,

quantification, and abstractions were the only worthwhile aca

demic pursuits. I spent almost a third of my effort on a lengthy

dissertatioin writing a long and complex computer program that

has not been run once sinceI got my first succeseful output.

So, I feel I have a right tO'these,views--when I encountered the

policy level of research I soon found that much of,what I.had

spent the major share of my attention on was more usefully rel-

egated to "technicians", or "assistants" while the "senior research

ers" devoted themselves to the more central tasks of meaningful,

and-hopefully innovative, thought. Quite an eye opening. I \---

believe the message is worth telling, though it is fr quently
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not received well., The heart of the gospel±is simply to put

the emphasis back bn the true heart Of "research"--thesfunc-

tion of "innovative or-"fresh" or "original" thought. There

'are .noihardware, software, or logic-Ware shortcuts. It may

,sound naive, bytNI assure you these skills will get you more

mileagei in an applied field than metilogical elegance.

An increasing number of graduates tdtay, while well-armed.with

regard to methodology, analytical skills, and so forth, Shave

had litt7le experience with prOblem definition., As a .result,

we have!people showing up who ca tell what tools they want to

use, but who are unable to defi, problems, What this means

with regard to employment is 11
potential employers are ap-,

proached in terms of hOw a pro m can.be sOlved rather than

from a perspective'Of 'Herb i t e nature of the problem.° Now.,

given that particular roble re areas he appropriate. tools

for solvingait."

Geographers should notkbe' duca ed to be primarily academicians.

0 I know several eogr pher who have made exeellent,execu-

tive directors of r pla, ing agencies--the collective

thinang inv^1,,efi h m i good stead.
)

A

A very substantial boost an come fromrgettpg several ge

phers in hiring posttion in the vario0b emplpyment,fields. Un-

til this is done, the why. Oe telling'b, inc uding'teaching thel.

b9oss what geography is, s to be done for each individual place-

ment. As was demonstra e in WWII and the following years,

several government agen s hired fairly large numbers of geog-

aphers.. This was larg due to the, fact that a few geographers

., got'into positions with ' iriy g authority. I certainly feel

that .being able to kir n the. neighborhood of one hundred ge-'

Ographers during,my y in government and putting them to

-Work at their top pa c ies without having to explain what

their subject ifas e ry; iay, was my ,major accomplishment for

the profession. rhapS one of the reasons I could do this was

'that I had geolog sts, m teorologists, geophysicistss.spil sci-

qentists, and en beers C ivir, electrical, hydraulic, chemical,

'etc.) on,the s f and a 1 were competing in a sense to under-

4 .stand and int et the atural environment and they all stim-
. ulated each ,6th. r. But/in my organization the geographers were

1at.no disadVant1= ge in Vel ion to, the oth,eL3clentists and the

'); .:4,rigineer4/.
/

,
4,-;

re.i our agenq the people hired at the professional, level
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haer'beeri.dOing research related tb, problems being worked` on

her" e4 py word:of mouth: through ddsociations.with individuals
In UniVereity departments or other research organizations, su-

,!pervisOrs'here'learn.of'the'Oistence of a person who might 60

suitabre'to fillatposition*. Of course,Oiring.is,done from the
4Civil,Service,Regieter4"but-All else being equal,, the person,
with the direCtor indireCt "Contact". certainly has the edge..
I would, suggeSt theref9rei'the main approach thedepartment
could take,tb enhante',16b opportUnities for students.:is to gain

more personal contacts-with ,researbh,in6titutionsi .Bid on con-

tract such:_as tho'Se *hiCh_appear.,ing,the.Rusiness'and 'Commerce
Dally:_Tonsultant posit,ionsheld,by profeesbre, also' offer an

QxPellent.aVenue for communication fu-

3yre etudent.emplOytent, The"Odint'T-@;m tilting to make is that
the only "message!'' that 'is 4kely..to ,bellheaningful-t6_ a pro-

p*ctive eMR].oyer is-one*0of persona' communication andit;per-
,

enee .

.1,heylp. Army gneilee#TopographioLabO,ratoriet
rapherp' employed than any, ,other sihgle dipelplipe'(unless.one
groupball the:engineering'degreestogether),.:-Ve_have.abbu

people with degteei in geograPhya although a number'
to

3'5 mber:Of theee:"..

work-in ar.pAt. not claasitied.(0'geogre:Phy, such as systms.an.
aW,BompUter'science.Soth -of our geographersioldvc.ry

ImportantAobsA,,.one is!IDire'cto'r.pethe-Computer Sciences up., .7

oratory, ene.is 'Chief of.flepgraphic.,140lications.Divistori_of
the'Geogi-aphic Science's Laboratory, and 'several othereare:branCh.
chiefs. ,,'Most of t,hQ geoPle Claseified:as gedgraphersfare in
the'Geographlk Sciences-Laboratory (a.geOlogistis directOr of

this' lab.) ° whia is reeponsible: fpr reseatch.and.development in

areas of newtechnolOgst, "newproduCts, and systems tp provide
for, more rapid diesemination of Aligh quality-military-geographie''
intelligence to, the. troops 14 the held, and also tO improve

the environmental "britetia,usea iht4e design and testing 9,e
Milipatrmateriel.---' 4 .0

People just vallen4,t going,outtofrind'potential employees'ahy
.

1=onger. You will have to To to them; and you .will need to con.
evince ,them as to' why our ,people should be hired, Ztudente
would work for a Particular orgahization fOr.perhaps a quarter',,
Thetwould.receive'sdnivereity 6reditw, The ethplbyers would,ac.
quire some ski1164.andtalents it might'notyhaVe and the "student
wouId-proVide employetos with an opportunitvto see what.geogra
.hav,to=oftert littlerot no cost. b,

V ''0, V I

A , as inf encing 'the Ofnions of administrative-and person-
del fficers ingOyernment, blisinessr.and education, vis-a-vis'

V
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geography, the best ma:si'ia probablilt roughs udent field place-
ments in thesetareas. This is helpfu , for seeral. reasons':
First of all it gives the student critical an invaluable
the-job experience. Secondly, it gives,adminstratora and pe
sonnel-officers the 'opportunity to see for:ithmselvez the skills,

offered by,00ur discipline litple riskaatlyi it enableS
the discipline tosmaintaindaPoto -datcontact.Vith the: preCtIpal
problems don ronting our world and, therefore, toremain
ible and ill). o-date in approaching these ever Ohangin.g.dilem.
mas. Too oft n a student leaves the university with four yearS
of training s esoteric -that they hav9 to.. be retrainedfor
pral months t be useful to their employer.

Most Federal Government agencies Are not hiring'many geographer
these days because cuts in.befense'spending have hit; partipular
hard in'those areas where geographers have traditionally been.
employed,.

It has-been said that the purpose of the civil aervicepOmmis
ellsois not to hire'people, but to keep people out. In other:

words, the user-Agencies hire the professionals they .want through

the civil -service commission. This:exe1061o4dr praolee 16,
made easier in the due of app4carits with geographYdegrees
since only a handful of positions in government carry. the title

of geographer.:

Not long ago I called at my old office in the Department:.of State
and spokemithan associate who knoWs.the.Washingtot:Story as
.regards. geography and geographers *44.government. Perhaps;y6u
_know the storygeogfaphers are being unlOaded,ln:many of the de-,
partments,' Sthne are losing'their positions bedause of dut-backs,,,,
which is quite to,-be expected in:a recession when thehot;breath
of economic' preasure hits personnel policyBut much vorsei:mt,

''infopmant. pointed out that.when geographers retired, theylwere

not replaced by other geographers. Two -'or three -agencies,
merly. strong with our colleagues, have just:about Been-"Olea dput4

, 4,

Unfortunately the working, climate widespread among, Federal agenm.,
. cies has taken a, very *disheartening downward'Olunge.in the!past
five years or so - -so much so that it stymies thought regarding
proposals to increase geographers' participation in government
work. BO it does make one look., forward to retiring as soon as
eligible
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Flying Under Different Flags

Previods sections, paeticular14 that on applied'geography,

stressed the.importance,of Oognates. In bOsiness and govern

ment, the graduate will generally not work in jobs titled geogr:

rapher. This raises the question Of'the direct versus the in
,

direct route: if the student,is stro ly motivated toward the

affairs of business and government, why of major direCtqry in

the departments most intimately responsible for such edUcatiOn?

Why not major, directly In busindisSaci;istration, natural re

sourcesvplanning, mathematics and statistics) etc. ?'

The decision to become a geograPher yet work under a dif-

ferent title depends on many reason3,i the most desirable being

the Student's strongly, ielt appreciaLionir the importance or%,-

spatial knowledge, skills, and geographic points of view. The

hope, of-course, is that eventually jobs in business and governr

ment held by geographers-will come-to be more appropriately idenr

tified. And'this will `depend in considerable measure on hOW

determined geographers are to fly'their own flag.

at

Be geographers and stand up and be cotinted.

My initial reaction is to place 1.ess emphasis on the field of

geography as such. It seems that our graduates, at feast, Must

sell themselves as planners, regional developers, cartographers,
or the like. As soon as thdy mention tng,term geography many
potential employers seem to become less interested.

There are no easy answers, no obvious pre4Criptidn' 1 am
leary about excessive redeployments toward iprofesSional Jobs.
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simply as a Means of maintaining our .numbers and in-
.

creasing them. FOr quite a few of the kinds of students we
see, graduate study in geography is or has been in part at-%.

tractive because it has led *into teaching--if it did-not some

at least would have been much less inclined to follow us. If

I wanted to go into business as a student I suspect that I might

have chosen bus'ad or accounting r some such-04t would be a

much more certain routnewaY to e loyment Certainly.

Public-School Geography--Poor Teaching or Structural Constraints

of Curricula?

Despite excellent textbooks and other materials prepared

by some of our most scholarly and respected professionals; ge-

ography in the public schools does not fare well. Is it inher-

ent in the nature of the subject that it cannot be made viable

for youngsters, that' it must degenerate 'into fragmented rote?.

ur is j.t Lae Leacher$,- many alleged to be poorly traihcd? Cr

is it the attitudet and value systems of the professional edu-

cationists who in fact/ make most of.' the curricular and'other

decisions in running the public-school system? With geography

broken and scattered in general-science and social-studieS.

camases, or when as a separate and distinct subject it is fre.;..

quently used for a resting place of the least - motivated students,

can the adult public emerging from such arrangements have any

meaningful understanding of geographic. realities and he pa-

tential employability of those calling themselves professional

geographers?

In my experience, most of the 8.A.. and,M.A. Oagraphy majors

enter the pubift Schoolt as teachers.- . [consequently]jour
energies should be directed toward-the'gradUation of better

geography teachers if we are to meet the-realworld needs'of-
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our participating student body. . . :-ly colleagues seem pre-
occupied with the more traditional con erns for content, com-
pleteness, structure, while'skill in_c mmunication, enthusiasms
and originality are often overlooked. or under-rated.

(

The undergraduate geography program leading.to a B.A. degree
with a teaching certificate beemed to me quite adequate" as mp-
aration for working with secondary student. In fact, I think
it gave me a very broad base of knowledge wAthout too much
heavy concentration in any one area. If I haVe any criticism

it would be a need for more coordination between the
department/and the college of education and the placement ser-
vices as far as developing adequate and salea\ble background
for ,the secondary teacher to present to potential employers.
Alsov since so many undergraduates are in the teaching field,
I would like to see the undergradUate advisor spend more time
in helping students develop their minor and cognate areas, per.

haps by*talking with the placement services people and those
at the college of. education on.a fairly regular basis to deter-
mine what fields are most in need of graduates, i.e., which

are in shortest supply, overcrowded, etc., bedause the right
minors and cognates are just about as important in obtaining
:teaching jobs as the major field. I also think the methods -

of- teaching secondary-geograph7 courzc chould be furthcr devc.1,
oped and that ir should be a r/quired co/rse.. /.

- /

/

The best solution, but surely not the easiest to implement, would
be to get geography back into amore major role in, the public

schools at all levels. I know that you are well a ;dre of the
historical decline in the importance of geograps ,,at all levels

4
in the public schools, but I hope you share my 6-.timism.that we

do not have. to accept this as our eternal destiny. We must, I
think, do everything in our power to get geography before the
public in a favorable light. Th4s means challenging school
boards who boast of "how much they loved geographywhen th y.

were kids but . . . ." This is a monumental undertaking, but
one-which has to be, done.

. . set aright the public impressionrthat geography is an easy
subject and consists merely of some fragmentary knowledge of

where places are located. An educational program of massive °

proportions is called for, aimed particularly at public-scho0
administrators who have consistently treated the teachers of the

subject as unwanted stepchildren--possibly bastards. h
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The problem of geography goes bacX to the elementary school.

/ Perhaps the damage was done by Rugg. In his combination

of history and, geography, the latter suffered. The teachers

had studied history, but they were lucky if they had taken one 4'.

course in geography. . . . Why can Canada teach geography from

K-12? Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo has 80,undergrad-

date majors in geography; twenty are writing Honors, plus grad-

date students., In fact there are more graduates in- geography

than in hiStory. Are we too lax on the elementary ievell Has

socg.ological/ role playing and situation ethics taken over so

much onthe cdrriculum? . . . The teaching of geography requires'

special methods --methods that must be,taught
by a geographer

not an educator who lets, students make a paper.-mach6.globe with-

'but laiTETIF-67 longitude and incorrect relations of landmasses

to each other, and thinks what a wonderfulaiece_ot-:work they

aid.
I

Change is not likely to occur from within K-12 but will have to

be lobbied,from outside.''I feel representatives should be sent:

.
to school systems from two- and four-year institutions to reg-

ister complaints a.ad..concern oiler the slighting of geography in

` curriculum., To this time college instructors have spo-

ken only to each other.

0

The certifying criteria for teachers in this t te41.ike most,

.., are set by,the State Department of Education. Vhen you "worm

through" what goes on in setting.certification vtandp.rds you

findor we did here, -that the College of E'ducat h fac rk-

ed hand-ip-glove with State Department people to get,c rtifica-.

tion requirements much as t ey wanted them hgca,se se require

ments were vital to their Sown faculty. Most.° e State Depart-

ment people were and are graduates of College of'Education,,

return(ed) to it for advanced traini g and degrees,(which meant \

promotions) and these people were h ghly de dent upon the sen-

ior faculty' in Education for job rec mmendations, professional

advancement,. and the like. The two groups have worked together

to enhance their joint, their institutional, and their personal

interests in a stylized and highly political 'manner- -each so

very cognizarit he wishes and powers of the other --that it

has a certain "turgical quality to it. We felt the only way .

to some accreditation recognition for geography at the state lev-

el lay throug our Education people and what we did was try to

get them to avocate accreditation
of not just a SoCial Science

Teacher but one who had a substantive major and at least one subZ.

stantive minor. We tried to rally the support of sociology and

political science to this view and had tOderate success - -at least-,

it became 1-zible to certify social science concentrates who

weren't 104% h tory trained. I would s/hy we were reasonably

successful 'ngthis line but 410f-highly so. Part of the
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(t-10difficulty is a huge, entrenched, His 'ry Department that never

did accept giving up its overwhelming position in Social Science

education. But-'-we do now have,certifiedcB.S. Ed. majors in

geography where there were none before. The NSF Institutes-in

the early 60's helped here toot we produced, from non-geograi

phy trained teachers, some whose °impacts on their school admin.

istrators when they returned to their jobs were great enough,to

lead to direct requests for certified geography teachers.

4

Women and Minorities in Geography--the Forgotten Ones?

Of the respondents, both men and women, only one, a fairly

recent Ph.D. white male made reference o affirmative action

Iprograms: "Affirmative action as a criterion used for employ-

ment is not a myth! I frankly4bee no alternative to affording

the graduate., student experiences that equip him to free-lance or

operate as an independent entrepreneur. If 'The Way Lies Open"

it is in that direction. University, opportunities for employ-

ment of Ph.D. geographers have dried up." Absende of response.

does not mean that women and minorities-in geography are not

subject to discriminntjon--forward and reverse--but that the pro

lem may not be widely recognized by geographers.

AAG estimates indicate that Blacks and SpanishAmerican

account for only Slightly more than 2 per -cet and women about

15 per cent of the association's membership in 1975. On the

other hand geography in terms of degrees granted to women shows

a good comparative record: in the United ZateS for the period

1947-'48 through 1971-72, women earned nearly.20 per cent of the,

B.A. degrees (history.33, economics 10, geology 6); 16 percent

of the M.A.'s (29, 11, 5); Ph.D.'s 7 (12, 6, 3).

The road to equity for women and minorities a long one.
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Unfortunatelyf "affirmat y e action has come to mean for many,

rsevdiscrimination: "merit' has become
people a policy o

"meritocracy," a d ty word; the days of the kings seem to re-

turn with divine rights for those whose heritage includes X-X

chromosomes or disadvantaged great, geat grandparents. The

idealistic ung enforcers of "fair play" may find they have so

abused their
*mission as to bring equally abusive counteraction.

Lifelong Learning--All the Geography You Need to Know by the

Sixth Grade?

Strange antithesis, the public's opinion of but interest in

go4raphy. It is likely that the majority of the adult public

tai-., as FenniMan phrased it, geography should be "pre-

served for ;children up to the age when serious study should be-

gin." On the other -hand, very few concerns (economic, Political,

military, etc.) are as ever present as those'having a basis in

spatial knowledge--workplaces,homeplace,
routeways, recreation-

al areas, the nature of strange countries giving the United

States a hard time. In fact, geographical metters are among the

most common in everyday conversation. Yet the general public

is almost totally unaware of the fact that these are the very

things that most geographers are attempting to learn about, an-

alyze, and give currency to.

It would seem that lifelong learning (3)--a dusti off, bet-
/

ter financed, more
enthusiastically supported progr m of contin-

uing education stimulated 4p large part by high education's

fear of losing its enrollments of traditiona.k clientele offers
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the geographic profession a golden opportunity..

The professiiin has the saleable goods in hand--welldvvel-

oped cultural and technical courses. Dogs it have the will to

hustle for the market?

Why, Talk Only to Ourselves?

More than most, the Geography profess

ety. Not as surrogate but as direct indi

absende of coverage by news media of nat

a closed soci-

the virtual

1 and even inter-

national meetings of professional geog aphers. Is it because

of what we have to say? Or how we say it? Or lack of forward

publicity? Or . . . Only a small number of our authersfRave

managed to reach a wide noncaptive audience and we have; by var-;

ious means, assigned some of these writers to the virtual status

of non-persons. Departmental imprimaturs increase by the hour

but distribution problems prevent them f om reaching widely even

into professional
readership; as refere d articles come to be

more widely used as the measure of publ sh or perish it seems

likely that these
non-inexpensive house organs will lose prag-

matic value.

If we truly want to communicate, we -have the audience,

witness the success of the Geographical Magazine, Canadian Geo-

graphical Journal, and the National Geographic. And there are

scores of other outlets--professional
serials of other discip-

_Alines, literary magazines, the' media in general. If we want to

communicate we must learn how to write and this means turning.
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off the turgid prose of pedagese-scholarese.

But this is not enough. The reward system--promotion,

'salary, perquisites--must be made to respond to our success in

talking to someone other than'ourselves.

Where are the Paul Ehrlichs, the Barry Commoners, the Marton
Bates of geography? . . . We need very badly, I think, to get
involved in problem areas on both the local and world basis- -

in areas of food availability, storage, and transportation; in

housing; in population studies; in environmental concerns; in
land-use -analysis and planning, in wise use of resources.

You can look in any newspaper in the country and not see the
word "Geographer" in the want ads. Even, the L.A. Times with
its endless pages of ads for employment. So, that alone means

that we have a profession in which we must adapt to the condi-
tions that prevail.

It is ridiculous in my eyes that the profession has turned snob

against the National Geographic.

Excellent popular geographic books such as those written in the

field of history would help. There is the National Geographic
but it is not held in very high regard by those connected With

universities. Something between the National Geographic and

academic journals mould help.

We need to achieve recognition in a wide list of publications;
in my own career I have tried to do this very thing, so my name

appears as author in two issues of an antiques magazine, in a

conservation publication, in a fraternity quarterly, and in sev-

eral historical periodicals. . . . We need this type representa-
tion outside our own field, and in my experience no editor has

yet refused to publish anything I may have submitted to him. We

need to submit many more news items and feature articles to lo-

cal newspapers, and if possible obtain television time in which

aspects of geography can be brought before the public.

ft
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Really, if you want an answer to your problem look back over

the yellow pages of the Georraphical Magazine (Britain). In

Britain, with no uncertainty, geography flourishes in school,

business, research, and government, and, lastly, in popular ex-

position.

I have found that one of the major difficulties in our "status"
problem in both business,And in academia is the National Geo-
graphic, which to the millions of its readers both on the cam-.

puses and off represents professional geography. This is a fact,

not sopho ric.

As I see it, the problem is fundamentally related to the nature

of the discipline and its historical development. The emphasis

on theoretical analysis rather than practical applications is

along established tradition, although in recent years there has
been a visible effort toward research of greater pertinence.
Just as4,au_example of this, I cite the contents of the January
1975 issue of the Geographical Review-. The ,articles include one

on how memory of the past influences the present landscape, an
evapo-transpiration estimation zchemc mar!:cting !r 12gancla, e2ccr-

yard gardens iu Texas, and the salt ilidatidry oi :4111-14, China. In-

teresting but, with the possible exception of the evapo-transpi-
ration study, none suggest research pertinent to the vast major-
ity of possible job openings in government or industry. The

problem, therefore, would seem to be that administrators in a

position to hire, but who are not geographers themselves, do not

tend to associate geographers with the kind of work that exists

at this time.

I doubt that one out of a thousand people in the resource man-
agement field today read any of the professional geographic jour-

nals. If they did, most wouldn't understand them. And, if they

don't read the professional journals, it's unlikely they have any

contact with geographers. The point is, geographers must start
working and communicating through a much wider range of media

than they have done. This latter pAint also means that the.re-

ward system in universities might have to be altered. One rea-

son university impact on a field like resource management has

been small is the lack off internal incentives within the univer-
sities that encourage and reward such participation. Formal pub,-

lications still are generally the key to success within the uni-'

versity system and that fact hampers the flow of university input

to many important issues.
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Conclusi

Best given in the words of respondents: "1 must say that

you propose"to tackle %subject around which there will be as

many answers as people answering." True, but are all the opin-

ions equally valid and are the valid ones easily spotted? Not

so: "I have been mulling over the problems you raised for many

years without finding an answer--or answers."

Returning to the first paragraph of this report, the re-

sponsibility of the university to produce and disseminate reli-

able knowledge. For its part, academic geography in its °Len-
P

ness to both internal and external scrutiny and evaluation seems

ready to accept its sharp of the responsibility. The degree of

success, however, will oupena on sockptyls willingness to great-

ly increase the man (and woman) power devoted to geographical

inquiry.

N
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MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY'

DEPARTMEN T OF GEOGRAPIIY

67

F.Ayr LANSING 4882

March 18; 1975..

I am writing to you and to a small.,. number of other SeniorHMembe sef,the

profession hoping to 04icit your, advice regardighe problem-of mutate
..,:.-4-..,-

The4upiversity has given me a year free-of teaohi g to carry,(511...tb%/-a0---

other studies prior-to retirement at the beginni g of 19 '''''''

The problem is this: how best to enhance
6

those trained as"professional geographers (un

advanced degrees). As a profession, we h are to

extent, the demand side as a "given:-'--,employer-

come to us. Can we identify for prospective e

government)-specific aspects of,their opdiatio

by hiring a professional geogiaphee- On the

ourselves mainly,with a great variety o",cch

that since WWII have empliasi2ed the systeMpti

triumvirate undergirded by scientism and,acc

true profession is a vocabulary intelligible

this has met the desired of at least part of

post-secondary academic, many planning agen ies and thi as, but much

less those of business and government.

I would be greatly obligated for an exPiession of your judgment.

Restating.the argument: progress of geography' as a-scholarly discipline

will depend, on the growth in job opportunities for alose .professionally

trained.. What spetificaliy can we do to improve our, orpnice with regard

to both the demand for arid the su 1 f° professions. ly tr- ned geographers?

Maybe this ground has already been raked over so there hly that thereis

not much left to do. However,-I. think old verities bear restatement as

well as the tautologic "newly innovative." Findings will be made available

to you either in a mimeographed report or a short, article in the Professional.

Geogyaeher. Without elaborate bibliographic trappings I am including ern,a

separate sheet a number of questions bised on fepts, imolicii assertions,

and "outrageous" hypotheses as ttfgetadfor response.

N,

ors oldOrseg
mployment

en) perhaps oo greaten !,
are oixt ere and they':Wip.'

ployers (academic, busindea,

S:tat would stand. to benefit

upply side ve.havecencerned
lc' ef thcuglit".17.nAlom$

-theorede-quciaLIL4tIvc;
nviction that the mark of a

only to the initiated. .AdMi telly.

the market ce---those,of- he-

Thank you for any reply you may wi h to make.-

Sibeerely,.

-7"

larence LOtiage
Geography,

CLV /lm
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We wili"moe forward in jobs and in other ways to the extent that

those outside the profession respect us and rneed our work.

Pro7ress urinv the last 25-30 ears. oWe compare favorably with

geo ogy, a s ory. 'ur ng the 16-year period 1954-55

'through 1969-70, geography graduated only sore 28,000 bachelors

(history 3-75,000),, 5400 masters (44,800) /and 1320 doctors ( 9060).

.The- subject matter of history is no leSs/intractable than, that of

geography. To what extent is the great difference in popula ty

explained by the biographic factor--studies populated by peopl

who are real rather than statistical abstractions?

Peckin order and the sensitivit uotient. Why is geography. not

many o the prest g ous educational institutions? Where

geography has gained a hold, why in intellectual status does it

usually rank with physical education and home economics? Why have

we produced so- few geographers whose voice carries beyond the fence ?.

In our penchant, for creating house organs, in response to the pub-

lish or perish' syndrome, do we run, e risk of starving to death

the very, journals, such as, the Geo a hiaal that over the

years have been largely respons e for geographFrs legitimate

claims o scholarship? Do we in status.by our sophomoric,display

of i elleetual smugness toward the National-Gebgraphic Society?

Distance decay and the geographic corpus: can a discipline thrive .

without a physically identifiable be.%dy of knoyleda"e? Have we been

sabotaged by the Dewey-LC classifiudtions?
Why ic the geogrPrher

cartographer ong the lowest paid of all professionals working for

the federal overnment? In the abundance of richly, subsiaized

overseas ograms since Point Four, why have geographers played.a

virtua y nonexistent role?

oun n

Pafadi.ons and the continuing search for a disci linar slot. I

a ma er o p c up an. Pop as suggested y h taker s story

of the apesin the cornfield, with emphasis at times on "leftovers"

and, more currently, on "takeovers"? Without a program it's fre-

quentry difficult to tell the geographers from the /statisticians,

psychologliOts, and logicians.

Generalist vs specialist. The geographer as generalibt seems ser-

iously handicapped in a public that glorifies the specialist:

Strong cognates definitely help us. We might even consider accept-

ing for graduate work only non-geography majors as.once recommended

by Sauer. But whatever the way, is it in our interest to ,narrow

the field by definition--to strive harder and harder to become spe-

cialists? A recent U.S. Senate.report on this problem of specialist,

vs generalist carries this observation:'

Modern-dair specialists can make important contributions in deci-

sionmaking;'but there is no substitute in government for the wise

generalist with skill and shrewdness in judging the eompptenee o

specialists nd in determining the operational feasibllity and

political /ceptability of any plan of action,pai44cularly'the

challenge of dealing with people in a range of different sitU-i.

ations' 'home and. overseas.'

ThIS ob rvation is as germane to business and academe as Ito govern-

ment. 72
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DEPAMIXPa OP G OGRAMY

March 21, 1975

I am writink to you and to a small number of other graduate6

of the department hoping to elicit your advice regarding a prob-

lem of mutual concern. The university has given me a year free

of teaching to carry on this and other studies prior to retire-

ment at the beginning of 1976c.

The problem-is how best to enhance the employment op.

'portunities of those trained as profe sional geographers (under-

graduate majors and holders of advance degrees).

Of tl-Ae conditionc the coritrill of the department, what

are the things we should be doing better, shouldn't-be doing, or

that we should add? What can be done about Factors external to

immediate departmental control? Vrobably.the,most important among

the external factofs are the views of geography held by those. who

do the hiring--administrative and personnel officers in gdVernMenti

business, and education. In Anfluencing these people, is it a.

matter of message, or media, or both? If it is one of message,

.
what paradigm(s) would open the job markets most effectively?

Any help you extend will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

0,

Clarence L. Vinge
Profe,,sor, Geography
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Names, of Respondents

4'

Prof. Mamie L,Anderzhon, Shenandoah, owa
6

Dr. John C. Archbold, Spring Valley, alifornia

Dr. Harry Bailey, University of Calif?rnia, Riverside

Dr. John M. Ball Georgia State University

Dr. Thomas Frank Ba_rton, ,Indiana University

Dr. D. Gordon Bennett, University of North Carblina, Greensboro

Dr. Norm'an C. Bettis, Illinois State University, NorMal-Blopmington

/4/:'

Dr. Mich 1 Ji Biechler, Calf'fornia State University; Fresno

Dr. Bob PampbeLl, University of New Mexico
V

e

Dr. Will a0H. Cheek, Southwest Missouri State University

Capt. Harry E. CblestOck, III, U.S. Air Force Acadelly
4. s)

Dr. Alinol Conrt: California State. university, Northridge
,

Dr. Floyd \F. Cunningham', Downstate Enterprises, Carbondale,

Illilis
Mr. Peteri. DeForth, U.S. Geolbgical Survey

Dr. Robert- E. Dickinson, University of Arizona

-----L
rnDr. Fillmore C. F. Earney, Northe Michigan University

Dr. Elizabeth Eiselen, National Council for Geographic Education

Mr. Leonard D. Espinosa, Ingham County Department of Social

Services
Dr. Edward A. Fernald, Florida State University

Dr. Jack Ford, ShippensburgState'College

Mr. Nathaniel B. Guypl, San Rafael, California

Lt. Bevard E. Hargrave, U.S. Navy

Mr. Richard K. Haugen, U.B. Army Cold Regions Laboratory'

Dro Leslie Hewes, University of Nebraska

Dr. Robert K. Holz, University of Texas, Austin
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Dr. G. Donald 140son, Seattle,'Washington

Dr. Prestoh E. James,Atlantis, Florida'
11,

Dr. Don Janelle, University of Western Ontario, Lon on

pr. Charles E. Kellogg,,HyattsVille, Maryland

Dr. Charles F. KoVacikl'University of youth Carolina

Dr. Annemarie Krause, Andrewb University,

Dr. David E. Kromm, Kansas State University

Dr. Richard Kurzhals, Grand Rapids Junior College

Dr. DeWayne Kyser, Central Michigan University

Dr. Minnie E. Lemaire, Holden, Massachusetts

Dr. Art Limbird, Bowling Green State University

Dr. Jahan Malik, Rawalpindi, Pakistan

Dr. Kirtley F. Mather, Albuquerque, New Mexico

or. Harold ti. McCarty, Laguna Hills, California'
0

Dr. Terry L. McIntosh, University of Kentucky

Dr. Vinit Miller, Indiana University of Pennsylvania

Dr. Raymond E. Murphy, Deltona, Florida

Dr. Thomas E, Niedringhaus, U.S. Army Engineer Topographic
Laboratories

Dr. J. Warren Nystrom, ,association of American Geographers

Dr. Martha Palmer, -University of

Dr. James J. Parsons, University

ouston

f California, Berkeley

Col. Orin C. Patton, U.S. Air Force

Dr. John W. Pawling, Temple University

Dr, G. Etzel Searcy; Long Beach, California

Dr. Ross N. P9arson, Eastern'Michigan University

Dr. Bernard C.-Peters, Northern Michigan University

Dr. Rafael Picci, Ha Popular de Puerto Rico
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0 \

Dr, Merle C. Prunty, Uripfersity of Georgia
, .

Dr. Randall Rathjen, Hdmefinders Realtors, Palat eisIllinaiS

Dr. H. F. Raup, Kent State University

.Dr. Gerald W. Ropka, QePaul University

Mrs. Claudia Hamel 14s man, Jackson, MiChigap

Dr. Joseph A. Russell, university of'Illinoi Urban Champaign

Dr. Richard A. Santer, Ferris'State College

Dr. Guy-Harold/Stith, Ohio ate Un versity

Dr. Joseph E. Spencer, Universitof alifornia, Los Angeles

Dr. John W. Stafford, University of So th Florida

Dr. Dan Stanislawski,,University of Arizona

Dr. George H. Stankey, U.S Forest Service

De. Frederick P. Stutz, San Diego Sate Uniyersity.

Dr. Gary Thompson, University of Oklandma

Dr. Clifford E. Tiedemann, University of Illinois, Chicago

Mr. Gregory B. Tilley, Water Resources Administration, Maryland

Miss Toshi Toki, U.S. Census Bureau

Dr. Glenn T. Trewartha, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Dr. L. W. Trueblood, Leesburg, Virgin4

Dr. Henry J. Warman, Wester, Massachusetts

Dr. John C. Weaver, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Dr. J. Russell Whitaker, University of Tennessee, Nashville

Dr. Kathuryne Thomas'Whittemore, Buffalo,-New York

Dr. Tony Williams, Pennsylvania State University'


